
rNrRoDUCrroN Versnel's chapter in the first edition of this book,

reprinted here with a few adaptations, has been called "the funda-

mental essay on myth and ritual in antiquity."" While the approach

indicated by the expression "myth and ritual" is still often identified

with the "Cambridge school" or "Cambridge rituaiists," and while

James George Frazer (r854-r94r) is seen as the fundamental inspiration of this

group, Versnel tells a somewhat different story. He gives one of the ritualists, Jane

Harrison (r85o-r928), an importance at least equal to Frazer's. Her Mythology

and Monuments of Ancient Athens appeared, he points out, in the same year as

the two-volume first edition of Frazer's The Golden Bough (r89o). In the preface

to her book, Harrison says: "My belief is that in many, even the large majority of

cases ritual practice misunderstood explains the elaboration of myth." Here is an

epochal shift in Greek mythology, as unexpected, against the background of the

history told by Pàmias in chapter r, as the advent of psychoanalytic interpreta-

tion of myth ten years later. (Freud's The Interpretation of Dreams, with his first

published statement of the Oedipus complex, appeared in r9oo.)

The year before Harrison's book, W. Robertson Smith's Lectures on the Religion

of the Semites (1889) had appeared, in which her idea was anticipated. Ritual was

already turning up in examination questions at Cambridge University in 1888.

The complete history of the idea remains to be written.b Robertson Smith pointed

out the path taken by his student and friend Frazer, and Frazer's annual ritual of

the dying and rising sacred king would go into Harrison's and the ritualists' "year

demon." And yet, Versnel points out, in Harrison's Themis (rStl), the relation of

myth to ritual is inverted: not, as in Frazer, my'th as an account of rituals believed

to have magical efficac¡ but myths as the products of spontaneous imagination

arising from ritual experience. Versnel sees here the point at which a new path

in twentieth-century scholarship on Greek religion begins. It will lead to new

theorizations by Iean-Pierre Vernant and his school and also by Walter Burkert.

InThemis Versnel also fincls the beginning of the "initiation complex." He tells

the history of initiation studies in the twentieth century (in the substantial sec-

tion "Initiation: A Modern Complex"), which gathered steam as the sacred king

came into disfavor. Here, Harrison's idea of the spontaneous, simultaneous origin

of myth and ritual finds its fulfillment in Burkert's work on initiation. "Burk-

ert's synthesis is pure 'Harrison."' Versnel observes another cycle in research:

as anthropology had informed the work of Robertson Smith and of Frazer, once

again it contributed to research on ancient religion, this time with the concept of

marginality. He sets out the concept and then offers a critique, proceeding to dis-
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cussion of the "inherent fatal elasticity" of the initiation form of myth and ritual

theory. He focuses on an article that interprets the story of Odysseus in terms of

initiation.'
In conclusion, Versnel argues that this stoly fits the criteria for both forms of

the myth and ritual theory: NewYear complex and initiation. Thus "what is sauce

[evidence] for the goose [New Year compiex] is sauce fevidence] for the gander

finitiation]J' He then tries to ans\,Ã/er the question: why do the same data have

this range of fungibility? He opts for Burkert's explanation: prehistorically rooted

sociobiological "programs of action," to which both myths and rituals are geneti-

cally related, at least in their tlpical features. Versnel's conclusion is striking for

the theoretical boldness just noted and also for practical caution ("by no means

ffue of all myths and rites, and . . . may even hold only for a small minority").

In support of the boldness of his interpretation of the Odysseus story, one

could introduce evidence that he did not use. Although he refers in general to

"fairy tales and myths of the Odyssey type," he does not mention the folktale called

"The Homecoming Husband."d In The Types of InternationalFolktoles it is summa-

rized thus:

In the absence of her husband. . . who is far away on a journey. . . awoman

is forced to choose another husband. The first husband (disguised, as a beg-

gar) r'eturns (with supernatural help, carried during a deep sleep, warned by a

dream) on the wedding day and discloses his identity to his wife (by a ring weìl

known to her), is recognized by domestic animals (horse, dog), or answers the

woman's questions correctly (concerning features of the house or birthmarks).

The revenge on the rivaÌ follows . . .'

This tale has been found across a vast area of the globe, from Iceland to Indone-

sia, and has received literary treatment many times. A primary comparandum

for classicists is the Serbo-Croatian version./The type divides into two subtypes,

which can be called compound and simple. The compound subt¡pe has the suitor

contest at the beginning: the hero must win the bride, whom he soon leaves to

go on a journey that will separate them for many years. The simple subtype, of

which the Odyssey is an example, Iacks this motif and begins with the hero al-

ready absent or with the departure of the hero. The simple subtype tends to be

Western or European and the compound tends to be Eastern. The most notable

representative of the compound subtype is the story of Alpamysh, which is found

in the forms of folktale and epic song (dasfan) over the whole territory of the

Turkic peoples (the Uzbeks, the Kazakhs, the Karakalpaks, the Kirghiz, and the
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Turkmens), from the Altai Mountains and the Urals in the East to the Volga and

down through the central Asian republics of the former Soviet union to Turkey.

The best known form of the story is the version (of about fourteen thousand

lines) recorded from Fazil Yuldashev, an Uzbek singer.s

This tale looks like further evidence for the deep-rootedness of the Odysseus

stor¡ and, if one follows versnel in looking for an origin of this phenomenon,

one may want to follow him to "the interpretation of this story as a variation

on the biological-cultural program of action [as per Burkert], which may have

been carried over into both complexes [New Year complex and initiation] and

which, independently, has become the material from which dreams, fairy tales,

and myths of a certain type have been fashioned" (his emphasis)'

What's Sauce for the Goose Is Sauce

for the Gander
Myth andRitual, Old ondNew

H. S. VunsNnr

The primary aim of this chapter is to give the reader some insight into the

debate, which is a century old now, on the complex of problems concerning the

interrelation of mlth and ritual. I have found that it is impossible to gain an

adequate impression of the present state of theory in this freld if its previous his-

tory is overlooked or is sketched along too rudimentary lines' Naturall¡ a survey

of the evolutionintoto means entering an alreadywell-plowed field. There is no

lack of historical and critical suneys of earlier views, and I have made grateful

use of them.l The emphasis here is on those aspects of the theories of m¡h and

ritual that relate to the ancient cultures of the Mediterranean world, a feature

that distinguishes this essay from, for instance, a survey like the one by Kluck-

hohn (1942) or the papers by Kaberry (tSSù,Penner (1968), and Segal (r98o), all

of them studies offering a broader, notably anthropological, perspective. I have

tried, moreover, to prevent the critical element from dominating: Bascom (1957)

and Fontenrose (1966) contain many valuable thoughts but, because of their

strongly negative bias, are not the appropriate tools for an introduction to the

subject. In plan and approach my introduction is closest to the surveyby Burkert

(r98o), which does not, however, go beyond a very summary view' Although it
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is not my aim here to present a complete bibliography of this much discussed

subject, I cannot refrain from mentioning the interesting chapter "La ripetizione

mitico-rituale" in A. M. di Nola's Antropologia religiosa (rglÐ, which treats the

subject from the perspective of "repetition phenomena."

What distinguishes the present effort from its predecessors is that it does not

stop at those theories that, until now, have been associated with the phrase "myth

and ritual" but pays special attention to the newest trends in classical studies (i.e.,

up to the r99os). The main task I have set myself is to showwhere the roots of the

recent approach are to be found; to examine to what extent there is a connection

between the old and the new points of view; and, finall¡ to pose the question of

whether the gap separating them is as unbridgeable as is commonly believed. The

wayl have arrangedthe material is unorthodox, and some aspects ofthe disposition

are no doubt debatable. The two phases are characterized by two names: Jane E.

Harrison and Walter Burkert. The overall structure of my approach, moreover, is

based on Harrison's suggestions about the various ways in which m¡h and ritual

may be connected.

The lavish supply of bibliographical notes, finall¡ has an additional purpose: it
is meant to guide interested readers, especially in the study of specific themes in

the subject matter treated here. Mlth and ritual are, after all, the main materials

of religion, and research into them, as we shall see, has been exemplary for the

development of the study of ancient religion.

r. Questions

Myth was the dominant factor in nineteenth-century studies of the history of

religion until a change took place somewhere in the last part of the nineteenth

century. Textbooks that nowadays would carry Religionsgeschichte, "history of

religion," in the titles were then regularly classified as mythology, as witness the

well-known works by Gruppe, Preller, and Roscher'

Rifual dominates the scene in practically all the textbooks on Greek and Ro-

man religion during most of the twentieth century. This is what M. P. Nilsson says

when speaking about H. Usener and A. Dieterich,2 the protagonists in this field

from around the turn of the century: "Der Umschwung war vollendet: statt der

M¡hen waren die Riten in den Vordergrund getreten" ("The reversal rÃ/as com-

plete: instead of myths, rites had come to the fore"). Nilsson, author of the two

monumental volumes of Geschichte der griechischen Religion,3 "that masterpiece

of patient brilliance," as it has been called,a died in ry67, the year in which the

third edition of volume I was published. On the same page I quoted from above,
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Nilsson continues: "seitdem ist keine durchgreifende oder grundsätzliche lin-
derung der Methode und der Richtung der Forschung eingetreten" ("Since then
there has not been any radical or essential change in method and direction qç

research"). In this nonagenarian's view, then, ríte, cult, and ceremonial action
had carried the da¡ once and for all. More recently, nonetheless, an American
scholar, B. Lincoln, complained that "ritual [is] a neglected area for stud¡ . . . for
most scholars have tended to give far more attention to myth than to ritual,,,and
"there still exists a grievous imbalance in favor of myth."s

What actually happened, then, in the interval between Nilsson's complacent
statement, dating from the middle of the centur¡ and Lincoln's complaint in
rg77? Has the evident shift of interest from myth to ritual around rgoo been foi-
lowed by a reverse movement in more recent decades? In a wa¡ this is indeed
what has happened, as can be seen from a comparison of Nilsson's work referred
to above with Burkert's textbook of Greek religion (1985) or his more explicit
study of m1.th and ritual (1979).6 Burkert has given mlth its due once again. A
theory of myth and ritual worthy of the name should focus on myth ond ritual;
it is therefore no coincidence that both the myth and rituai complexes we plan
to discuss were discovered at a time when-precisely because of the shift of in-
terest-both elements were topics of debate: the last quarter of the nineteenth
and the last quarter of the twentieth century. A qualification might be in order,
though: myth, of course, has never been supplanted completely by ritual. Some

scholars have set great store by myth, such as Freud, Jung, and Kerényi from a psy-

chological viewpoint; Dumézil, whose comparative mythology, as far as the clas-

sical cultures are concerned, focuses especially on Rome-a subject that I shall
Ieave out of account here; and Mircea Eliade, whose phenomenological school
includes Lincoln, quoted above. Furthermore, myth takes pride of place in the
studies of the Paris school of Vernant, Vidal-Naquet, and Detienne.T

It may not be too adventurous to say that the concept of myth and ritual was

engendered by the tension that sprang from having to choose: myth or ritual.
That, however, is not the only kind of tension. Here is another instance: in his
popular Myth: Its Meaning and Functions in Ancient and Other Cultures (tg7t),
G. s. Kirk states categorically: "Therefore it will be wise to reject from the outset
the idea that myth and religion are twin aspects of the same subject, or parallel
manifestations of the same psychic condition just as firmly as we rejected the
idea that all myths are associated with rituals" (3r). Incidentall¡ both in this
book-embodying his Sather lectures-and in his still better known The Nature
of GreeLz Myths Q974), one of Kirk's explicit aims is to refute all general theories
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of the origin, meaning, and function of myth. One of the five overall theories he

eliminates is that there is always (at least originally) a link between myth and

ritual-the minimum definition of the myth and ritual theory'

In rg7g, however, Burkert's sather lectures appeared in print: structure and

History in Greelz Mythology and Ritual. He had certainly read Kirk, but still he

states: 'And it was in this way that the complex of myth and ritual, though not in-

dissoluble, became a maior force in forming ancient cultures, and as it were, dug

those deep vales of human tradition in which even today the streams of our expe-

rience will tend to flow" (58). This has quite a different ring. Indeed, to refer to

the evident contrast between the views of these two scholars as a tension would

be rather a euphemism. Both views are discussed later on. For present purposes'

it may suffice to ask two obvious questions, to be dealt with consecutively:

r. How and when did the idea arise that myth and ritual might be closely

related, a view that was evidently so successful that Kirk thought it worth-

while to oppose it emPhaticallY?

z. How is one to explain the fact that, practically simultaneousl¡ two emi-

nent scholars entertain such totally different views of this interrelation?

z. The Rise and Growth of Myth and Ritual Theory

Interest in ritual in primitive cultures arose in Germany and Britain more or

less simultaneously. In a period in which Max Müller's theories reigned supreme

and every single mlth was thought to be an allegory of meteorological and atmo-

spheric phenomena,B w. Mannhardt dispatched questionnaires all over Europe

in search of traces of belief in vegetation, grain, and wood spirits and related

manners and customs.e About the same time, E. B. Tylor managed to interest

the Anglo-saxon public in the peculiar features of primitive cultures outside Eu-

rope.1o Darwin published his origin of species in 1859, and evolution and prog-

ress were in the air.11 Might not Mannhardt's rye wolves and stalk hare be the very

archetypes from which, much later, the radiant figures of Demeter, Dionysus, or

Adonis emerged? Might not religion have had its origin in spirit worship? Tylor

himself professed a straightforward evolutionism. Unable to understand nature

around him, primitive man tried to influence his environment' To achieve this

he practiced magic rites (which did not work, but he did not realize this), and

in a later stage he tried to explain this no longer understood ritual and other

riddles by means of some myth (which did not fit in, but he did not realize this

either)-a twofold misinterpretation, therefore, for which only Germans could
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have invented a term such as Urdummheit ("primeval stupidity"), a phrase that

did not fail to find a comfortable niche in anthropological jargon.12

Certain vague relations between mlth and ritual can be glimpsed, but credit

for the frrst clear-cut theory is due to the Scottish Semitist and theologian

W. Robertson Smith, whose famous and influenti al Lectures on the Religion of the

Semites (1889) introduced his well-known theory of sacrifice.l3 His interest in
"ritual institutions" as social instruments influenced both Durkheim and Freud;

of fundamental importance for our subject is the fact that in Robertson Smiths

view, sacrifice as communion-man shares in the vital force of the consumed

animal-acquires an additional mythical dimension: as a totem, the sacrificial

animal is raised to divine status, so that myth arises from a social rite.

These are the indispensable preliminary stages. It was, after all, Robertson

Smith who pointed out the road taken by his student and friend James Frazer.la

The twelve volumes of Frazer's The GoldenBough-next to the Bible and Kitto's

The GreeL<s-still adorn many a British upper-middle-class drawing room.ls The

work has been praised as "perhaps the greatest scientific Odyssey in modern hu-

manism" (Malinowski) and disparaged as "part of what every schoolboy knows,

and what every gentleman must at least have forgotten" (Marett). In a book pub-

lished in London in 196r that reported experiences of ecstas¡ one person an-

swered the question, "What has induced ecstasy in you?" as follows: "Reading

The GoldenBough for the first time." And this informant was not such a fool either,

for he had also gone into ecstasies "finding ten chromosomes when I knew they

ought to be there." So it must surely be a marvelous book.

In the definitive version (there had been earlier, shorter editions), the first

two volumes are called The Magic Art and the Evolution of Kings, and this title pro-

vides the code words: magic lay at the roots of religion, and the most important

means with which primitive man tried to control nature and vegetation lay in

magic-sacral kingship. Just as nature goes through an annual cycle of budding,

flowering, bearing fruit, withering, and dying, so each year the "aged" king had to

be supplanted by a new, vigorous successor, for it is the king's magic power that

sympathetically influences and even controls vegetative life. Nature's death has

to be overcome by a new, young king who defeats the old one in a ritual fight-or
somehow supplants hím. The King Must Die is the title of a best-seller by Mary

Renault, a book one might read as a kind of romanticized "Frazer abridgedJ' So

much for rite. There is, however, also a mythical representation or transposition

of the natural cycle, dealt with by Frazer in other parts of his series: in Adonis,

Afúis, Osiris, published originally in 19o6 as a separate volume; ín The Dying God,
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Spirits of the Corn and ot' the Wild (with thanks to Mannhardt); and ín Balder the

Beautifut. A great many cultures, notably those of the Mediterranean world and

the Near East, have their "dying and rising godsl' They represent grain, green

plants, and trees. Their myths tell of menace, downfall, sojourn in the Under-

world, and death, but also of resurrection. During the annual New Year festivi-

ties, Iamentations are heard bewailing the god who has died, but it is not long

before they are replaced by hilarious joy: the god has risen or has manifested

himself again, heralding a promise of new life.

There thus emerges an almost ideal parallelism of myth and ritual, both react-

ing to or reflecting the vegetative cycle of nature:

Myth

Year god represents natural vegetative force;

dies, is imprisoned in the Underworld;
rises again, is reborn.

Riie

Sacral year king guarantees fertility of
nature;

he suffers ritual death;

a new, vigorous king succeeds.

This scheme is a fundamental one: it is invoked by all m¡h and ritual theories

of the first phase. As a matter of fact, a substantial part of the twentieth century

remained in the shadow of the golden bough. We shall concentrate, primaril¡ on

two schools: the Cambridge school, which in the area of classical studies applied

itself above all to the Greek material, and the my.th and ritual school proper,

which centered on the pattern of the ancient Near East. Before dealing with these

schools, however, \Ã/e must focus on one specific figure, even though she herself,

without any doubt, belongs to the former school. The reason for this preferential

treatment will soon become evident.

JaNr HannrsoN

Robertson Smith and Frazer both taught in Cambridge. So did Jane Ellen Har-

rison.16 "Bloody Jane" to friends, a "blasphemous Kêr" as she said of herself,lT

and the last living maenad according to many others, she led an unorthodox life,

which gave rise to rumors with such standard ingredients as libertinism in mat-

ters of sex and religion, more or less pronounced feminism, and the extremes of

aesthetic refinement on the one hand and "ye Beastly Devices of ye Heathen" on

the other. I note this for the sole reason that later criticism seems to have been

inspired, at least partl¡ by the aversion aroused by these, in themselves, Iess

relevant features of her life. Additional information about her may be gleaned,

for instance, from her Reminiscences of a Student's Life Q9z5). From her best-

known and most important works, Prolegomena to the Study of Greeh Religion
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(r9o3) and Themis (r9rz),18 she emerges as someone who boasts avast knowledge

of Greek material, above all archaeological (archaeology had been her starting

point), who has an unmistakable tendency to follow and practice the most re_

cent trends uncritically (she herself mentions-in chronologicai orcler-Frazer,
Durkheim, Bergson, and Freud),le and who is criticized by Kirk for being',ut-
terly uncontrolled by anything resembling careful logic." "Her customary lack of
consistency" is a virtually unanimous finding.2o Still, I should like to show that at
least part of the inconsistencies found in her studies may be caused, to a certain
extent, by the unmanageable and intrinsically contradictory subject she chose.

A year after the publication of Robertson Smith's major work and in the very
year (r89o) in which the first two-voiume edition of Frazer's Golden Bough was

published, Harrison's My thology and Monuments of Ancient Athens appeared. In the
introduction she says: "My belief is that in many, even the large majority of cases

ritual practtce misunderstood explains the elaboration of my.th" (iii). In the last

analysis, even the most beautiful, the loveliest Greek m1'ths derive from "always

practical ritual." A quite telling phrase in an r89r paper-"a solution I believe to
be wholly novel"2l-shows that she expects to be the first to offer this solution.
Without doubt, she is being sincere in this respect.Frazer, who, as we have seen,

had opted for the same starting point, did not feel any forceful urge to put the pre-

sumed interrelation of myth and ritual on a solid theoretical basis, and Robertson

Smith was publishing at practically the same time. It just so happened, as is often
the case, that either direct or indirect mental contact gave rise, almost simultane-
ously, to related viewpoints. However, a glance at modern surveys and textbooks

of anthropology and the history of religion will show that, in this broad perspec-

tive, the other two scholars have ousted Jane Harrison. It is not a matter of giving
honor where honor is due or of trying to be original at all costs, but solely in
pursuit of my subject, myth and ritual, that I want to show that Harrison, in this
domain at least, deserwes more credit than she was given and that in her works,
cll the problems were touched upon that later authors dealt with in their way.

In the Prolegomena Harrison still adheres to the view, quoted above, that

myths were created to account for rites. In line with nineteenth-century ideas,

the gods are supposed to belong to the domain of m1th. They arise as a kind of

personification from rites, especially apotropaic ones, meant to protect crops and

settlements. These daimones are products of an almost intellectual explanatory

process, and in Themis Harrison systematizes these numerous demons into one

prototypical, genuinely Frazerian year god, denoting him, for the occasion, by a

homemade Greek term as the eniautos daimon.
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In the same Themis,however, there is a sudden, strong emphasis on the social

component of the myth-making process: "strong emotion collectively experi-

enced begets this illusion of obiective reality; each worshipper is conscious of

something in his emotion not himself, stron8er than himself' He does not know

it is the force of collective suggestion, he calls it a god" (+6-+l)' Dionysus, for

instance, who was first a typical eniautos daimon, is now called "his thiasos incar-

nate" (38). Here Durkheim has been substituted for Erazer'22

It is necessary to realize the implications of this step. In the Frazerian scheme,

man is the manipulator; he believes he can control external processes by means

of specific, above all magical, methods-rites. MYth, then, is a kind of verbal

account of these rituals. In the new interpretation, on the other hand, man is

the one who is manipulated: however the ritual may relate to external data like

fertility of the soil, what counts is whai the porticipant himself experiences, hís

own emotion. The mlthical images, therefore, are products, first and foremost,

ol spontaneous, collective emotions.23 I do not think it an exaggeration to maintain

that the seeds of one of the great controversies in twentieth-century approaches

to ancient religions can be detected here. The two lines may be illustrated by

comparing two tFpes of approach: (r) that of such scholars as Deubner, Nils-

son, and Latte, in which rites are studied primarily with regard to their external

functions and aims and in which there is hardly any room for myth, except as an

etiological explanation of the ritual acts, and (z) the approach of a very disparate

group of modern scholars, guided by Vernant and Burkert; here mlth and rite are

considered to be, in the first place, forms of expression that identify or integrate

the cultural community itself' I shail come back to this subiect'

Just as the year king-year god scheme represented Harrisons first approach,

for which she used the term eniautos daimon, so she illustrated her second ap-

proach with a hymn from Paiaikastro in eastern Crete that had recently been dis-

covered.2a The inscription probably dates from the third century B.c.E., but cer-

tain eiements of the text indicate a much older period. In this hymn, the megisfos

houros, identified as the young Zeus, is invited to come to Mount Dikte, heading

the daimonesfor this year, and "to spring into the wine vats, the herds' the crops,

the cities, the ships, the young citizens and Themis." Here she is at last: Themis.

Now, no true Frazerian would hesitate to recognize the year god in this megistos

laouros, especially not one who accepts the most recent interpretation by M. L.

West of a corrupt fragment of the text that says, in his vieq that the god first "has

gone into the earth."2s Harrison, however, thinks otherwise.

In her view, the hymn points to the mythical curetes,26 who perform a war
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dance at the birth of the Cretan Zeus. As such, it reflects a social event of central

importance in all primitive communities: the rite of initiation that turns boys into

men, admitting them to the community of adult men. The elements of threat,

torture, and death that often play a role in initiatory rites (see below) can be

recognized, Harrison believes, in the myth of the Titans, by whom the Dionysus-

Zagreus infant (closely related to Zeus Cretagenes) is torn to pieces. They are

the m¡hical reflections of the elder members of the tribe, disguised as spirits

of the deceased, who "kill" the initiation candidate, reduced to the status of ¿

baby, so that a new human being may arise. The megisúos kouros that is invoked

"is obviously but a reflection or impersonation of the body of Kouretes" (Themis,

z7), who in their turn are mythical reflections of the human ephebes. In other

words, the mythical characters "arise straight out of a social custom" (28), and

this amounts to saying that "the ritual act, what the Greeks called the drômenon,

is prior to the divinity" (r9) (in other words: "m)'th')'

That much we knew alread¡ but now we are in for a surprise: in a related dis-

cussion a dozen pages earlier, Harrison maintained that investigation of the ritual

is a primary condition in order to fathom the religious intention of a particular

complex. She then continues: "This does not, however, impl¡ as is sometimes

supposed, that ritual is prior to myth; they probably arose together. Ritual is the

utterance of an emotion, a thing felt in action, mlth in words or thoughts. They

arise pori possu. The myth is not at first etiological, it does not arise to give a rea-

son; it is representative, another form of utterance, of expression" (16)' When

she returns to this relationship at greater length later in the book Q27ff.), she de-

scribes myth as the words uttered by the participants in a ritual, originally proba-

bly no more than cries and interjections. In fact, this explains their simultaneous

occurrence: "[*yth] is the spoken correlative of the acted rite, the thing done;

tl is to legomenon as contrasted with or rather as related to to drômenon" (328).

This may suffice to explain the irritation felt by many a reader used to more

consistent reasoning; in particular, the parenthetical clause "as is sometimes sup-

posed" would have given offense. But at the same time Harrison has outlined

another serious possibility: that of the simultaneous origin of myth and ritual

in certain situations. And she even appears to introduce yet a third possibility

when she writes: "When we realize that the myth is the plot of the drômenonwe

no longer wonder that the plot of a drama is called its 'myth"' (33r). Actuall¡

the suggestion that m¡h can also function as the scenario of a (dramatic) ritual

seems to be formulated here in nuce.l do not know whether this was her inten-
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tion, as she never exploited the possibility that m¡h may also serve as a model

that is imitated in dramatic action. That was done by others, who sometimes used

an almost identical terminology.

To sum up: in sometimes rudimentary form and with often dubious argumen-

tation, Harrison offered three suggestions on the interrelation of myth and ritual:

r. Myth arises from rite.

z. Myth and rite arise pori possu.

3. Myth is the scenario of a dramatic ritual.

Moreover, she tested these theoretical possibilities in two cases of a specific myth

and ritual complex:

(a) The Frazerian complex of year king, year god, and New Year festival'

(b) The initiation complex.

We shall nolv see that for decades to come it was only tFpes 1 and 3 of these theo-

retical possibilities that attracted any attention and that in the initial phase inter-

est was focused almost exclusively on the New Year mlth and ritual complex (a).

The remaining two suggestions (z and b) did not receive much credit or attention

before the middle of the twentieth century. As stated earlier, I shall structure my

remarks according to the patterns of interrelation put forward by Harrison'

MvrH AnIses FRoM RIre: Trln CeNtsnroc¡ Scnool

Two genuine classical philologists, G. Murray and F. M. Cornford, each con-

tributed a chapter to Themis. In his "Excursus on the Ritual Forms Preserved in

Greek Tragedy" G+t-6ù, Murray explains the rise of tragedy from a dancing rit-

ual around the eniautos daimon Dionysus. In traged¡ Murray holds, the following

underlying pattern may be discovered: Q) agon, a fight between the year god and

his enemy; (z) pathos, the year god suffers sacrificial death; (3) messenger arrives,

bringing word of the god's death; (4) threnos, lamentation; (5) onognorisis, the

killed god is recognized; (6) theophan¡ the god's resurrection and manifestation.

The very next sentence in Murray's chapter is: "First, howeve¡ there is a dif-

ficulty to clear away" (344), and that is precisely what the reader had already

suspected. After all, we are always told that a tragedy that ends well is not a good

tragedy and that this is why the rare tragedies with happy endings run the risk

of being assigned a place among the satyr plays. To solve his diffrculty, Murray

assumed that the positive final chords had become detached from the tragedy
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proper and ended up as a separate theme in the satyr plays. This is one of the first

"*pit.t, 
invocations of the "disintegration of the pattern," a stereotyped plea in

the m1.th and ritual debate.

In later works Murray repeatedly returned to the myth and ritual notion,27 for

instance in the initial chapters of his popular Five Sfages of Greelz Religion'28 I-Ie

also wrote the preface to T. Gaster's comprehensive book Thespis; Ritual, Myth,

andDrama inthe AncientNenr Eosf (tsso), discussed below. Here at last a connec-

tion emerges between Greece and the ancient Near East that had been exploited

hardiy or not at all in the cambridge school since Frazer. It was F M. cornford

who went farthest in this respect. InThe origin of Attic comedy (tst+), he held the

rather surprising view that comed¡ no less than traged¡ arose from a ritual New

year festival around the death and rebirth ofthe god. He had already adumbrated

this theory in his contribution to Themis, in which he discussed the origin of the

olympic games: the winner in the contest, the megisúos l¿ouros of the year, is led

in a wild komos and celebrates a sacral marriage with the king's daughter. These,

he held, are also the ingredients of comedy. In his later work, however, Cornford

extended his vision further: man evolves from the magical (Frazer) through the

mlthical (FrazerlHarrison) to the philosophical/rational stage' the stage to which

Cornford in fact devoted the bulk of his studies.2e The contacts with the cultures

of the Near East were specified by Cornford in a posthumous publication'TheUn'

writtenPhitosoplry (rg5o), in which he linked motifs from Hesiod's Theogonywith

seasonal myths from the Near East, an initiative that has had a highly productive

sequel in subsequent decades'30

ThismeansthattheCambridgeschoolwaseventuallyposthumouslyfreed
from a certain Greece-oriented position of isolation'31 partly under the influence

of another myth and ritual school that-in similar isolation-directed attention

to the Near East. I now turn to this other school'

Mvtlr as a ScrxanIo ¡'on Dnauanrc Rrruel: THe MvrH aNo Rrrual

ScHoor PnoPnn

Inrg33theoldTestamentscholarS'H.Hookeeditedavolumeofstudiesto
which many scholars contributed: Myth and.Rituol: Esscys on the Myth and Ritual

of the Hebrews in Relation to the Culture Pattern of the Ancient East (1933); twenty-

five years later he edited another volume, Myth, Ritual, and Kingship (1958)' in

which both opponents and supporters had their say-an ideal state of affairs for

later historians.sz It was this school of m1'th and ritual theorists that gave this

complex its characteristic name and content.33 The titles of these books are pro-
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grammatic, pointing as they do to cultures of the ancient Near East, including the
Israelite one, and the theme is the interrelation of my,th and ritual in a context
in which kingship plays an important role. The thesis is that in these areas there
existed an endemic, widespread "cult pattern." what did this pattern look like,
and how was the idea conceived?

It ail began with the Babylonian New year festival, the so-called Akitu cer-
emony.3a All the gods, headed by Marduk, come to Babylon to this festival to
celebrate the New Year in ceremonies that include a sacred marriage. The king
is subjected to a curious ritual: the insignia of his dignity, his scepter, ring, and
crown, are taken from him and laid down in front of Marduk,s statue. The king
kneels down, and the priest pulls one of his ears; the king professes his innocence
and is given the promise that his kingship will prosper. The insignia are returned
to him, and he is struck by the priest, which makes the king cry. From other
sources we learn that the king then rides through the city in a kind of triumphal
procession, together with Marduk.

That is, in itself, already more than enough for a Frazerian scheme, as Frazer
himself had not failed to notice.3s Here we seem to have a variant of the ancient
regicide, toned down into abdication, humiliation, and reinvestiture. so much
for the rite. As for the m1th, the EnumaElish, the creation Epic, was recited dur-
ing these New Year festivals. It told how Marduk (originall¡ of course, an older
god) led the gods to war against Tiamat, the chaos monster of the primeval flood;
how he defeated Tiamat's forces, sliced her in two, and fashioned heaven and
earth from the two pieces. what we have here, then, is a case of perfect paral-
lelism: the rite performed by the king is a reflection, in human terms, of what
happened to the god in primordial mythical times, in illo tempore.36 creation of
the cosmos after a victory gained over chaos corresponds to the regeneration of
kingship after a period of chaotic anarchy during the king's absence, a correspon-
dence confirmed by the mention of the king's sacred marriage.3T

For the correspondence to be perfect, the my'th would have to start with a de-
scription of the god's downfall, too, as is fitting for a "dying and rising" god and as
is told, for instance, of other Near Eastern gods (notably Tammuz). Did Marduk,
too, perish first? In the Enuma Elish this is not the case, but on a sorely damaged
tablet from the sixth century B.c.E. it is recorded that Marduk is imprisoned,
beaten, and wounded: "People are looking in the streets for Marduk. where is
he held captive? . . . The EnumaElish they sing in Nisan is about him who is in
Prison.":s This, then, completes the myth and ritual pattern, the ,,cult 

pattern,,:
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Rite Myth

Crisis situation between old and new Threat by primeval chaos in the shape of

King is dethroned and humiliated t":oÏiilä prisoner

King is reinstated Marduk gains victory, becomes king

Triumphal pageant Triumphal pageant

Sacred marriage Sacred marriage (ceÌebrated on NewYeart
DUY)

Numerous scholars, especially in Britain and the Scandinavian countries (for

instance, C. l. Gadd, E. O. James, A. R. Johnson, K. I. A' Engnell, and G. Wid-

engren), have tried to discover this New Year complex in other Near Eastern

cultures as well.3e According to Hooke and others, his theory is not to blame for

the unavoidable problems that arise. In many cultures only the mythic compo-

nent has been preserved; everywhere we have to allow for disintegration of the

pattern due to migration, retouching, or theological intervention.aO As for lsrael,

one could already hark back to the fundamental studies by S. Mowinckel, who

had recognized in some psalms mythic-ritual texts accompanying the king's en-

thronement as Yahweh's representative.4r

As stated earlier, this m¡h and ritual school had hardly any contact with the

earlier Cambridge school.a2 Frazer, who was honored by the Cambridge group,a3

is virtually ignored by Hooke and his followers. One sometimes gets the impres-

sion that they feel embarrassed ¡n'hen reminded of the unmistakably Frazerian

aspect of their cult pattern. Hooke even strorlgly oPposes Frazer's "non-historical

method of the purely comparative approach," and this leads to several other char-

acteristic differences between Hooke and Harrison, to take only these two schol-

ars. As Harrison saw it, in the last analysis everything had started with magic

and had developed gradually.aa Hooke, on the other hand, \Mas not interestecl in

the magical origins of sacral kingship, if any. Whereas Frazer and Harrison held

that, all over the world, rite and myth developed in comparable ways through

spontaneous evolution, Hooke was not interested in development but adoptecl a

diffusionist view. He thus betrayed his own origin, the Pan-Eg¡ptian diffusionism

advocated by Grafton Elliot Smith and W. J. Perry and the Pan-Babylonian ver-

sion defended by A. Jeremias and others.as (The strongly astral emphasis in these

positions may be considered a late offshoot of Max Müller's astral mythology.)a6

There are further differences, such as the stronger emphasis on kingship, which

is understandable against the background of the culture of the ancient Near East.

By far the most significant one, however, is that in the relation of myth and rite

the order is reversed, or at least given a stightly reversed bias. Whereas the Cam-
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bridge school in general, in spite of variants, believed in the rise of myth from

rite, the new Orientalist myth and ritual theorists shifted the emphasis. Hooke

did not exactly exclude the rite-myth sequence, but he sidestepped the question

of origin. Taking a synchronic viewpoint, he regarded royal ritual as a dramatic

representation of the my'thical scenario. In his first volume of papers, Myth, Rtt'

ual, and Kingship, he writes: "In general the spoken part of a ritual consists of

a description of what is being done, if is the story which the rituq.l enacts. This is

the sense in which the term 'myth' is used in our discussion. The original M¡h,
inseparable in the first instance from its ritual, embodies in more or less sym-

bolic fashion, the original situation which is seasonally reenacted in the ritual"

(3). The passage is not free from ambiguíly,a7 bu| it does give a clear indication

ofwhat the author does and does not accept. It is, at any rate, the shortest state-

ment of this myth and ritual approach,as and as such it is a direct heritage from

the Pan'Babylonian Jeremias, who wrote in r9z9 thal "alles irdische Sein und

Geschehen einem himmlischen Sein und Geschehen entspricht" ("everything

that exists and happens on earth corresponds with something that exists and hap-

pens in heaven') and that the earthly king is an 'Abbild des himmlischen Königs"

("an image of the heavenly king").ae Thus the flock of the faithful need not worry:

whatever was said of Him, God came first and had always done so. Those who

preferred to think that He Himself might have arisen from some eariier social

ritual were always welcome in libertine Cambridge.

3. The Fuses Blow: Out-and-Out Myth and Ritual Theorists

In one of her later works, with the appropriate title Epilegomena to the Study

of Greek Religion Qgzr), Jane Harrison threatened to prove that the well-known

legend of Don Juan had arisen from a fertility ritual (xlii, n. 1).to Murray had

already preceded her by applying the myth and ritual scheme to Shakespeare's

works.s' It was to be expected-why should diffusion be conûned to the Near

East? Why would evolution obtain only in Greece? Patet mundus. One of the con-

tributors to another volume of essays edited by Hooke, The Labyrinth (1935), was

A. M. Hocart. The final sentences of his essa¡ which also conclude the book, are:

"Thus we have gone round the world in search of the true m¡h, the myth that is

bound up with iife. We have found it in India, beneath the Southern Cross, in the

plains of North America. We have come to find it at our doors."s2 We would not be

\Mrong to think of Hocart as the founder of what we might call "out-and-out myth

and ritualism." In an earlier work, Kingshíp (tgz), he had already discovered

a coronation ritual that had spread all over the world, starting from Mesopota-
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mia(l). It was based completely on the New Year scheme but consisted of a much

gr"uì.. number of elements, twenty-six in fact, which are consequently arranged

io* 
" 

to z. This opened the floodgates. L. Raglan, in a book that became very

popular, The Hero: A Study in Tradition' Myth' and Dranta (t936)"' maintainecl

ifr"t otl myths in the whole world' without exception' were based on a single

primordial rite, sacral regicide, and had their origin in Mesopotamia' And soon

ä,ry ru*k.r, William Teli, Robin Hood, and Thomas à Becket came to follow

suit.54 It looks like a serious application of the witty argument that proved ir-

refutabiy that G. Murray himself must be a dying and rising god. Jane Harrison,

by contrast, is honest and cautious in her pious wish: "It would be convenient if

th. .rr. of the word myth could be confined to such sequences' such storìes as are

involved in rites,' (Themis,331). S. E. Hyman,55 a forceful advocate of the m¡h

and ritual theory and admirer of Harrison's Themis, "the most revolutionary book

ofthezothcentury,,'56notonlyassertedthatmythwasalwaysconcomitantwith

rite, ..like a child's patter as he plays,,,but also showed that Darwin,s evolutionary

theories foilowed the myth and ritual pattern: the "struggle for life" is the ogon,

the 
..survival of the fittest,' the theophany of Murray,s tragic scheme.57

The wildest excesses were due to Murray's namesake, the well-known Mar-

garetMurra¡sswithhertheoriesaboutwitchesaslaterpriestessesofancient

iagan rituals. She demonstrated that "at least in every reign from William the

co"rq.r.ro, to James I, the sacrifice of the incarnate God was consummated ei-

ther in the person of the king or in that of his substitute"'5e I prefer the explicitly

romanticized fictions of Robert Graves, Shirley Iackson (Hyman's wife), and J. B.

Vicker¡60 who introduced the theme in literature'

Whenlfirstbecameacquaintedwithmythandritualtheorylhadnotthe
faintest notion that I would ever call Gaster's comprehensive work Thespis (see

above) a moderate book. This study gives a concise survey of what is known about

the 
,,seasonal pattern" of the Near East and discusses the related canaanite, Hit-

tite,andEgyptianmyths,withafewexcursionsintoGreekdramaandEnglish

-unr*.ryll"y. After our voyage across the seething waters of much wilder seas,

I am inclined to consider this book a relatively calm and clear fairway and to

recommend it-as an introduction to a limited part of the m1'th and ritual ap-

proach-to those interested readers who are firmly resoived not to take the au-

thor', *ord for everything he claims'61

As far as myth and ritual theory in anthropological literature is concerned' a

few remarks will suffice, from which it may become clear that some anthropolo-
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gists have not wholly unjustly been includecl under the heading of out-and-out

myth and ritual theorists'

Here we should especially mention B. Malinowski,62 who found his source

of inspiration in Frazer and Robertson Smith and also quoted Harrison approv-

ingly. A practicing anthropoiogist himself' he gave a defrnition of myth as' above

att, 
icfrart".i' an explanation providing legitimation and foundation of customs'

rules, moral codes, and rites: "There is no important magic' no ceremony' no rit-

ual without belief; and the belief is spun out into accounts of concrete precedent'

The union is very intimate, for myth is not only looked upon as a commentary

or additional information, but is a warrant, a charter, and often even a practical

guidetotheactivitieswithwhichitisconnected.',63Thisisoneofthemonolithic
theories of myth attacked by Kirk and others' In this respect Malinowski stiil

betrays the influence of his mentors, without being a genuine myth and ritual

theorist:otherphenomenabesidesritesalsofindtheirlegitimationinmyths,and
he later speaks of "mlth as a dramatic deveiopment of dogma"'6a thus following a

different course.

Nevertheless, it is remarkable to see how other anthropologists venture far-

reaching statements about the interrelation of myth and rite' Kluckhohn' in his

rg+zpapel"Myths and Rituals: A General Theory"'mentioned above' claims that

wecannotspeakofpriorityintherelationbetweenml.thandritual:..Themyth
isasystemofwordsymbols,whereasritualisasystemofobjectandactsymbols'
Both are symbolic processes for dealing with the same tl?e of situation in the

sameaffectivemode"(58)'Thatiswhytheyareinterdependent'andthetaskthey

have in common is to "reduce the anticipation of disastet" (6s)' E' R' Leach puts

it in an even less equivocal way: "myth' in my terminology' is the counterpart of

ritual: myth implies ritual' ritual implies m¡h' they are one and the same"'6s

Such statements can be explained if we think of the functionalist perspective

from which these anthropoiogists operated' Both myth and ritual were consid-

ered primarily as symbolic means of giving sense' form' and definition to the

social universe within which man functions as a social being. In Natural Symbols,

MaryDouglasmaintainsthat..ritualistheinstitutionalizedrhetoricofsymbolic
order,,,66 an absolute condition for the identiflcation of the group and the integra-

tionoftheindividualinthegroup.Substitute..myth,for..ritual,'inthisstatement
and the truth value remains the same'67

Many obiections have been raised against the generalizing and totalizing

ciaims of the statements quoted above.6s In anthropological circles the discus-
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sion is still in full swing, offering many scholars amPle opportunity to prove their

skills in matters of iargon, analysis, and polemics. Let us hasten back to our own

limited territor¡ where, for that matter, we shall meet with the very same discus-

sion.

4. Criticism

There is a story that Bertrand Russell once proposed to get Jane Harrison a

bull on condition that she and her lady friends would demonstrate how maenads

managed to tear such a beast to pieces with their bare hands. Russell, the logician,

simply could not believe that the unaided human hand was capable of such an act.

His proposal is a mild form of criticism, but matters could be different, as witness

the þdgment of the Plato specialist P. shorey: "Professor Murray has done much

harm by helping to substitute in the minds of an entire generation for Arnold's

and Jebb's conception of the serene rationality of the classics the corybantic Hel-

lenism of Miss Harrison and Isadora Duncan and Susan Glaspell and Mr' Stark

young's ,Good Friday and classical Professors,' the higher vaudeville Hellenism

of Mr. vachel Lindse¡ the anthropological Hellenism of Sir James Frazer, the ir-

rational, semi-sentimental, Polynesian, free-verse and sex-freedom Hellenism of

all the gushful geysers of 'rapturous rubbish about the Greek spirit."6e That is how

"real" classical scholars iudged the Cambridge school, and E' R' Dodds' therefore'

with his irrational Greeks, was not taken seriously either. Indeed, cambridge was

in such bad odor that M. I. Finle¡ by far the best-known ancient historian there,

saw fit to point out en possdnf that he wrote his world of odysseus before he ever

set foot i[Cambridge,To and Kirk wrote his Myth aftet he left his cambridge post

for Yale. Both books were said to exude a Cambridge odor' Murra¡ by the way'

was an "unregenerate Oxford Australian'"

From all this one can perhaps imagine the emotional responses the other myth

and ritual school theorists elicited in contemporary orthodox clerical circles'

Robertson Smith had already had to listen to this: "His mind is like a shop with

abigcellarbehindit,andhavinggoodsheivesandwindows"'Buthedoesn't
g.o* hi. own wool, nor does he spin the thread, nor weave the webs that are in

his cellar or on his shelves. All his goods come in paper parcels from Germany"'7l

Behind all this is the aversion to ethnological comparativism, especially if this

refuses to stop short at Genesis r:r. And Robertson Smith did not stop. A no-

torious "Robertson smith case" resulted, partly in reaction to his blasphemous

conviction that Moses could never have written the entire Pentateuch' This led

to his dismissal from the chair of old Testament studies at Free Church college
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1p Aberdeen in r88r. Two years later he moved to Cambridge, where he came to

þold a chair of Arabic.

I have not heard about any early retirement among later myth and ritual theo-

rists, but the accusation of having "recklessly imposed their pattern" on Judaism

15 only a mild version of what has also been voiced in stronger terms.72 This kind

of emotional criticism is highly interesting from the point of view of cultural his-

tor¡ but it does not allow of any reasonable discussion, in contrast to other forms

of critical approach.

For example, the building blocks of a theory can be tested for hardness: the

tablet on which Marduk's downfall is described may be interpreted as Assyrian

war propaganda against the hostile supreme deity;t3 the hymn of the Curetes it-

self hardly contains any reference to initiation elements (in many ways it seems

rather to refer to the New Year complex);74 and in tragedy there are simply no

traces of Murray's theophany and resurrection.

Or we can tackle the pillars of the building: P. Lambrechts was the first to aver

that some alleged dying and rising gods, such as Attis or Adonis, did die in the

m¡h but did not diserfis verbis rise again.Ts A similar statement was made about

Tammuz by Yamauchi,T6 and it has been suggested that a christological perspec-

tive imposed a pattern upon the gods of the Near East, only half of which has

actually been attested. Moreover, it has been pointed out that for Greece we do

not know anlthing about either sacral kingship or coherent complexes of myth

and ritual.77 Even the actual existence of sacral regicide, so often recorded in

anthropological literature, has been questioned. Informants too often refer to

former times: "We ourselves do not practise this any more, but our grandparents

chopped up a king."78 We míght consider introducing a categor¡ "mythic ritual,"

to describe this frequent and highly interesting phenomenon.

Anyone who wants a survey of such instances of specific and detailed criti-
cism should consult J. Fontenrose,Te who stated categorically as early as 1959,

in \tthon: A Study of Delphic Myth and lfs Origins, "The rituals did not enact the

myth, the myth did not receive its plot from the rituals" (46t-62), and who,

responding to opposition from the mlth and ritual quarter, devoted a book to

The RitualTheory of Myth (1966). The annoying thing is that criticism like Fon-

tenrose's, however useful and even necessary it may be, will never tip the scales.

Raglan, Hyman, and Margaret Murray spoke the language of the initiated, which
does not require a book to defend or to attack it. There is no convincing the initi-
ated: they see a great light in which all the pieces can be fitted into the big jigsaw

puzzle. As for the noninitiated, they thought it all nonsense anyway. And in any
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case, even detailed criticism among reasonable people usually has only malginal

effects. Even if it is conceded that the tablet recording Marduk's imprisonment

has another background-itself an arguable point-there are still masses of data

left. It is thus essential to ask how many data we need before we feel iustified in

speaking of a pattern, and that is where opinions differ widely'

Refuting theories in a genuinely scientific way is only possible when the theo-

ries claim to have general validity. As the Dutch essayist Karel van het Reve says,

popularizing Popper: if a scientific theory claims that all redheads are alcoholics,

we can refute this proposition by pointing to one redhead who is not an alco-

holic-and whoever came up with that generai proposition simply has to hold his

tongue henceforth.s0 This neatly sums up Kirlis approach in his works mentioned

above.Bl InThe Nature ot' Greeh Myths, he proves that the five monolithic theories

of the origin and essence of myth-theories claiming to possess general and ex-

clusive validity-are untenable because lMe can always find some myth that does

not fulfill the conditions stipulated. As regards the interpretation of mlth and

ritual, he reasons as follows: if an interrelation could be proved, it would not pro-

vide the one and only explanation for the rise of myths' for we know many myths

that cannot possibly have any ritual connection, such as myths explaining why a

snake has no feet and walks on its belly. And insofar as there really are demon-

strable relations between ritual and m¡h, their nature varies widely' There are

instances in which the myth arises from the ritual or is invented for the occasion

as an etiological explanation-the types \Me have dealt with, for the most part,

so far. Then there are forms in which myth and ritual arose independently but

were compounded-for instance, again, as an explanation of the rite. And there

are a few myths that generate rituals. Certain dramatic actions in the mysteries

imitate the myth of Demeter and Kore, which in turn may have been based on

an older rite. And it may also happen-but such cases are extremely rare-that

ritual and m}-th arise simultaneously as parallel responses to some critical situa-

tion, in Kluckhohns words: "to reduce the anticipation of disaster."

we can hardly accept this as the last word on the matter. Kirks skeptical ap-

proach has already provoked serious criticism. was not the baby thrown out with

the bathwater? Moreover, granted that the redhead is not an alcoholic nou, does

that imply that he has never been one? Perhaps he was forced in some way to

leave the bottle alone? or, being an alcoholic at heart, did he switch to drugs as

a substitute? Is his red hair natural? Or could it be that all redheads were indeed

originally alcoholics, but that migration and acculturation have led to the disin-

tegration of their waY of life?
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It is time, I think, for a brief conclusion. Frazer is a fallen giant: that is the

communis opinio nowadays. "There have been no answers because there were no

questions," says one of his wittiest critics, J. Z. Smith,B2 thus pâraphrasing Ger-

trude Stein as well as Frazer himself, who in the introduction to the thircl edition
of The Golden Bough writes: "It is the fate of theories to be wasted away . . . and

I am not so presumptuous as to expect or to desire for mine an exemption from
the common lot. I hold them all very lightl¡ and have used them chiefly as con-

venient pegs on which to hang my collection of facts"-which we might call the

understatement of the century. However, the giant who once wrote in a poetical,

visionary vein, "The dreamland world of fancy. There is my own true home,"B3

remains a colossus, aibeit a fallen one. Evolution of religion from magic is an

outdated notion by now. Nor should \Me, as many epigones used to do, maintain
the myth and ritual complex connected with the year king and the year god as a

scheme for anything and everything, outside of which there is no salvation. set-
ting aside, however, such notions as original regicide, we cannot very well deny
that in many cultures, the time around the New Year is experienced as a period
of transition, of crisis, or of threat. The old must be "finished off," the new joy-

fully hailed; in between there is no-man's-land. This notion is often represented

ritually through signals of anarch¡ lawlessness, and anomia and mythically as

the menace of the chaos from which the cosmos must be created. Mircea Eliade,

for one, has given an excellent sketch of all this inThe Myth ot' the Eternal Return
(rSS+). Let us leave it at that for the moment.

A farewell, equall¡ to the monolithic explanation of mlth as a stereotlped
companion to rite. On the other hand, there are certain links, such as Jane Har-
rison's types r and 3, which we have dealt with.Ba That one variant-very rare, ac-

cording to Kirk-in which m¡h and rite emerge pari passu (Harrison type z) we
have only mentioned so far. Like the specific second myth and ritual complex, the
initiation scheme (Harrison type b), this variant did not come into the limelight
until the second half of the twentieth century.ss A name is associated with this
combination of initiation and myth and ritual in a new key: walter Burkert.

5. Initiation: A Modern Complex

Harrison's Themis, though valued more highly by the writer herself, was gen-
erally much less appreciated than her Prolegomena.B. There is no need to ask
why. The strongly utilitarian and ritualistic approach to the ancient religions in
particular might, at a pinch, swallow an occasional eniautos daimon-the lerm
is even found once in Nilsson's handbook, and Nilsson was surely not one of Har-
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rison's admirers-but could not sympathize with apparently "aimless" m¡h and
ritual complexes in which the much sought-after element of fertility was not par,
amount. It might appear surprising at first sight that Themis was not enthusiasti_
cally received in Durkheim's circles either, which took offense-not unfairly-¿¡
the erratic, associative, and intuitive nature of the book. Durkheim's maxim that
as soon as a psychological explanation is suggested somewhere you may be sure
it is a wrong one proved to be ominous in this context.

What we can see now is that as the New Year myth and ritual complex came
under ever more violent critical fire, attention switched to the initiation com_
plex: the initiation candidate arose from the dying god's ashes. Before the 196os,
H. Jeanmaire's couroi et courétes (1939) was the only major study in the classical
field in which the initiation scheme was applied to Greek mlths and rites in a
consistent manner, to which we might add G. Dumézil's Le problème des centaures

OgrÐ and L. Gernet's "Frairies antiques" (r9zS). The proviso in the classicøl field
is important, however, for outside that domain, notably in the Germanic and
Old Persian contexts, numerous studies were devoted to Miinnerbünde, Jung_

mannschaften, and Geheimbünde, which were generally recognized as historical
reflections of groups of youths in the initiation phase.87 However, contacts be-
tween these studies and those dealing with the Greco-Roman field-in which
A. Alföldi is the most prominent figure-were not made until later in the last

century.

Any attempt to ascertain which scholar might have given the initial impulse to
the renewed interest in the initiation pattern is bound to be arbitrary. No doubt
A. Brelich may be credited with having encouraged the interest in this subject in
the r96os, with such studies as Le iniziazioni (vols. I and II, 196o-6r), which re-

mained rather obscure, and above all with Paides e parthenoi (vol. I, 1969), which
was already in manuscript in 196o (voi. II was never published). In an extensive

introduction, Brelich presents an anthropological typology of initiation customs,

which he then applies to Greek situations. It was precisely in this period that an-

thropological interest in initiatory rites was given a new incentive. Eliade's Birfh

andRebirth (1958) has done much to make the typical characteristics of initiation
more widely known.Bs In the same decade of youthful elan and student protests,

P. Vidal-Naquet published "Le chasseur noir et lbrigine de l'éphébie athénienne,"

a study in which he maintained that not only Spartan but also Athenian youths

were subjected to initiation rites of a strongly archaic type, well into historical
times.se

Initiation was again in the air, and if I insist on choosing Walter Burkert as a
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sørtingpoint, it is partly because a few younger specialists owe their inspiration
primarlly to Burkert and partly because, in my view, it was Burkert, more than
alyone else, who placed the initiation complex in the context of'the myth and

ritual approach. Burkert is, after all, the most innovative scholar of Greek reli-
gion.e. His weisheit undwissenschaft: studien zu þthagoras, philolaus und platon

(1962) had already drawn attention to initiation symptoms, but a basic applica-
tion was presented in "Krekopidensage und Arrhephoria" (1966), an ideal case

of myth and ritual.el The rite prescribes that each year the Arrhephoroi, two girls
between seven and eleven years ofage, are to be secluded on the Acropolis, where
they have to weave the peplos for Athena. They are assigned the task of taking
an object, the nature of which must remain unknown to them, to Aphrodite,s
garden through an underground passage and returning with an equally invisible
object wrapped in cloths. The myth tells of two of the daughters of cecrops, Ath-
ens' most ancient king, Aglauros and Herse, to whom the goddess Athena gave a
kiste that they were forbidden to open. However, they disobeyed, and what they
discovered inside-(one or) two snakes and the Erichthonius child-frightened
them so much that they threw themselves down from the Acropolis. The m¡h
ends halfway-at the tragic low point-whereas the rite ends in a positive way
with the girls'return. The cost in terms of girls would have been prohibitive any-
way-respectable girls, too, for they came from upper-class circles. Apart from
that, there is splendid parallelism along the lines of a scheme that has been ex-
ploited everywhere as a narrative pattern in myths or tales of ,,the girl's tragedy,,:
prohibition, seclusion, violation of the prohibition, girl threatened with punish-
ment or death, liberation.e2 As a rule, the subject is a virgin, who is enjoined (pro-
hibition) to remain a virgin, is locked in (seclusion) for that purpose, becomes
pregnant (violation of prohibition), is threatened with death by a wicked father
or relative, but is saved, ultimatel¡ by her son, for instance. This, however, as
had long been recognized,e3 is the t¡pical pattern of the girl's initiation, which
is supposed to turn the girl at puberty into a young woman. In this process, two
components-apart from all kinds of symbols of leave-taking and new beginning,
which in the much better-known initiation rites for boys have often been elabo-
rated more fully-play an important role. During the period of seclusion, the girl
has to learn to demonstrate the truly womanry skiils-the "work-complex,,, in the
words of a specialistea-and her female sexuarity wil have to be unsealed. Many
frightening means are avaiiable for this purpose, such as painful circumcision,
mass deflorations, sexuai humiliations, and so forth.es Fokke Sierksma,s book De
roof van het vrouwengeheim Q96z), which deals with this subject among others,
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was renamed Religie, sexualiteit en agressie-and justly so-when it was reprinted
in an academic edition (tg7g).nu This is the explanation Burkert gave for the se_

cret in the histe that the girls were not allowed to know and yet had to discover:
we have here the symbol of woman's fertility, notably the child, which may also
be recognized in the object, swaddled in cloths, that is returned after the girÌs,
stay in Aphrodite's garden.

All this started long ago with the research into the better-known boys'initia_
tion. For her theory Harrison could consult Les rites de passage (rSoS) by A. uu.,
Gennep,eT the first to make a systematic study of rites of transition. The distinc_
tion he makes among rites de séparation, rítes de marge, and rifes d'agrégation,:¡ri¡ì1

which the youth took leave of the old situation, went into seclusion for some
time, and entered his new status, respectivel¡ is still exemplary. Later anthro-
pologists have added many typical features to the ones gathered by van Gennep,
the second stage (the marginal period) having increasingly become the center of
interest.

It is not always easy to distinguish the three constituent elements clearly; they
tend to merge smoothly. Frequent examples of the elements are: the boy gives up
his childhood by withdrawing from his mother, giving up his old name, banishing
his origin from his memor¡ leaving the old status behind by amputation of limbs,
having a tooth knocked out, and so forth. As a member of the male communiry,
he is accepted as a new human being. He is often reborn-the mother some-

times being allowed to reappear only once before being consigned to permanent
absence-is given a new name, and receives the dignities and insignia of a full-
grown man. In between these two situations, his existence as a social being has

been suspended. Everyrvhere, the marginal period is felt to be a period ofthreat,
chaos, and death. The symbol of the labyrinth is often staged literall¡ as the boy
is led around in the labyrinth in the dark or blindfolded, loses his orientation and
identity, and has to be aided to escape, the labyrinth being seen as the realm of
death but also as the womb: "birth and rebirth." During this time the young boy is
in exile, Iocked in an initiation house or expelled from the tribe into the marginal
territories where cuìture and society are no longer vaiid and other laws prevail.
This is-as in the case of the girls-the time of tests and trials: torture, (sexual)

humiliation, trials of strength, matches, the struggle to survive outside the tribal
community. It is also the time of instruction: threatened by death-a great god

or a monster is coming to devour him, to tear him to pieces, or to roast him, after
which he will be restored to life as a new human being-he is taught the secret
myths of the tribe, the ritual customs, and the use of men's weapons.
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This nonsocial, marginal situation is marked or "signaled" by a great number

of external features. Virtually all such marginal signals reflect some opposition to

normal social features.eB In matters of dress, role reversal is often,obligator¡ boys

l.tavingto \Mear girls' clothes, or we find status reversal, with clothes being used

to mark complete social degradation. In a reversal of food habits, novices may be

forced to partake of the very kinds of food and drink that are socially taboo. Com-

munication sometimes takes place by means of a private language, a corrupted

form of everyday social language; the boys have their hair shaved ofl walk on one

shoe, or paint their faces white or black. In other ways, too, the verk ehrteWelt :may

become manifest: the boys are permitted to do what is never allowed under nor-

mal circumstances. They are free to steal, to demand food under threat, to give

the whoìe tribe a fit by staging night raids and even demolishing the entire roof

of a house.ee Obviousl¡ there is a resemblance here to other "periods of license"

orlegale Anarchien such as Carnival or Saturnalia, to which I shall return.

Looking for remnants of these initiatory elements is a fascinating pursuit, and

Jeanmaire's book, mentioned above, makes for absorbing reading. In point of fact

he already adumbrated virtually all that later scholars were to deal with at greater

length and in greater detail, the references to rituals still in use in Greece often

being the most convincing part of the argument. That the Spartan 'lzrupteia,with

all it entails, is a vivid example of an initiatory situation needs no argument, of

course.1oO And that forms of pederasty that were found in Crete and Athens are

relics of the sexual humiliations mentioned above is also an arguable thesis.1o1

Sometimes there is also evidence of ml.thical references to initiatory motifs. In

1893 Crawley had already pointed out that Achilles, who hides in the isle of Sþ-

ros disguised as a girl and who has been reared, moreover, outside the domain of

civilization by a centaur, represents the typical initiation candidate.102 The same

may be said of Philoctetes, who is banished, with a stinking wound in his leg, to

a lonely island.lo3

Once again, it is interesting to find a ritual accompanied by a myth, as was

the case with the Arrhephoria: the Theseus myth and the oschophoria festi-

val.toa A characteristic feature of this festival is a procession of young men carry-

ing bunches of grapes from Athens to the temple of Athena Skiras in Phaleron,

headed by two boys in women's clothes; there is a sacrifice accompanied by lam-

entations. The youths are served dishes, namely beans and Sreens (the pyanep'

sia), by special cooks or waitresses, the deipnophoroi, who also tell them stories

(muthoi). There is a foot race of the ephebes, the winner being offered a draught

of apanspermia. Plutarch links this festival with Theseus and his exploits, and the
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reader who is prepared to view the Oschophoria as a ritual reflection of the initia-

tion of ephebes might now also follow Jeanmaire when he recognizes in Theseus

the mythical reflection of the initiation candidate. Theseus, too, is an ephebe: hs

puts on girls' clothes, plunges to the bottom of the sea, has to enter the labyrinth,

threatens to be annihilated by a divine monster, but escapes and returns to ¿s-

sume kingship. The theory that in lhe muthoi the women tell the boys the seed

might be hidden from which these mlths finally developed is highly suggestive,

and from there, of course, it will not take long before Heracles' labors are inter-

preted as the mythical reflection of a phase of initiation as well.

We can go even further: iust as in the New Year complex king and god are sup-

posed to be one another's reflection in fall and rise, so here the search has been

for mythic-divine-and not only heroic-reflections of the initiation candidate.

Harrison's megistos houros was an example, but in the Greek pantheon there is

another prototypical Þouros,whose long hair is a signal ofthe ephebe on the eve

of his initiation, to whom the boys dedicate their locks of hair on attaining man-

hood, and who remains unmarried, an archer, the god from afar. As early as 1895,

T. Homolle was aware that the Spartan apellai, notably those celebrated in the

initial month of the year, Apellaios, were the rite during which the young men

were admitted into the community of adults,l0s and with thanks to Homolle (and

van Gennep), Harrison concludes: 'Apellon lthis is the older form of Apollon] is

the projection of these rites; he, like Dionysos, like Herakles, is the arch-ephebos,

the Megistos Kouros" (Themis, 44t).

As I have pointed out, nearly every.thing has already been said-often as a brief

suggestion-and the reason that many things have been said once again in recent

times is twofold. First, they had been brushed aside during several decades, and

second, our store of information has increased to such an extent that, thanks

to a wealth of comparative material, that which was formerly no more than a

hypothesis may be, if not proven, at least made more plausibie-hence a paper

by W. Burkert, 'Apellai und Apollon,'{06 followed by another by one of his pupils.

F. Graf, about Apollo Delphinius,loT the god that is more immediately concerned

with the young man's admission into the official political and social roles. Here

and elsewhere a good deal of research remains to be done. Burkert's synthesis is

pure "Harrison": 'Achilleus, fast ein Doppeigänger Apellons" ('Achilleus, almost

a double of Apellon').

In the instances mentioned above, it is always a matter of ritual relics,lo8 myth-

ical references to evident initiatory elements, or in the most interesting cases,

longer mythical-narrative sequences, where the ritual counterpart has been given
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by the ancient authors themselves, the protagonist is at least a t¡pical ephebe, or

several elements refer unmistakably to initiation. A case in point is the Theseus

myth, which seems to satisfy all three requirements. Apart from that, however,

\Í/e caî make a great stride forward through research in myths and legends that

do not so evidently and immediately fit into this frame, in order to see whether

they do not go back, after all, to a similar initiation scheme. There are precedents

in various fields; certain fairy-tale types were believed to contain recognizable

initiation elements. Tom Thumb and Snow White, for instance, turn out to be

something quite different from what some of us believed in, even up into old age.

Robin Hood once more puts in an appearance, not as a year king or year god this

dme, but as the leader of a Jungmannschaft, and in the classical field Odysseus,

the Argonauts, Oedipus, and others have long preceded him.10e

What we perceive here is the shaping of a pattern, a process that may be com-

pared, fundamentall¡ to the former myth and ritual approach. Instead of the

"dying and rising" complex of gods and kings around the New Year festival, the

frame of reference is now the initiation candidate, banished, sorely tried, some-

times doomed to death, coming off triumphant, returning. With Frazer and his

followers, the myth and ritual complex had its function within the larger frame of

vegetative fertility, which could be influenced by means of magic. The initiation

complex has been embedded in a wider frame, too, that of "marginal existence."

We have thus left the realm of nature and have entered upon the domain of cul-

ture and society. An evaiuation of the most recent myth and ritual explorations

in the classical field is incomplete without first taking a critical glance at modern

anthropological research on marginality, by which classical studies have been

decisively influenced. I do this first, briefly adding a few examples of significant

applications of marginality theory to classical problems. With the help of another

example I go on to show that the methodological dangers we find looming here

are comparable to-and no less impressive than-those that were inherent in

Frazer's theory.

Anyone coming across terms such as "marginal" or "liminal" nowadays should

know that van Gennep's scheme underlies these concepts, but that in more re-

cent studies, notably under the influence of the anthropologist V. W Turner,

these terms are taken in a much wider sense.110 It was found that the eccentric

existence in the margin of society, the asocial or antisocial way of life, is marked

by a whole range of phenomena. In this context we may distinguish, in a purely

systematic fashion, marginal groups or individuals, which find themselves in the

eccentric situation either for some considerable time or permanenlly, frommar-
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ginal situations, in which individuals or groups withdraw from social pattern tern_

porarily, often by way of ritual demonstration. In either case the atmosphere 6f
marginality is marked by stereoQped marginal signols.111 A few examples follow.

Marginal g'oups or individuals that have their whereabouts, literally, on the
outskirts of society are-apart from the juvenile groups or the JungmonnschojÌ

type-monks, anchorites, pirates, bandits, as well as, in a sense, animals, and
from a certain point ofview also the gods and the dead.112 In this context, those

people who have a more than normal contact with the gods, the dead, or animals

also rank as marginal: the possessed, lunatics, godly men, prophets, seers, shep_

herds. Also included are groups that, socially speaking, live in the margin of soci-

ety without taking part in the social process: beggars, cynics, hippies, tramps; and
groups that oppose society above all in a political sense: anarchists, revolutionar_

ies, millenarians, messianists. Strangers are fundamentally marginal, especiaÌly

when of a different color, but also groups within a society that nonetheless are
felt to be strange somehow: migrant workers, metics, immigrants, slaves. Also
marginal are groups or individuals that do not function fully in society: children,
adolescents, sick, poor, unemployed, and those that, while functioning full¡ do

so within some specific area only-women, priests, kings.

Marginal situations are situations that tend to remove individual persons or
groups temporarily from a normal sociai existence. Initiation-and in particular
the period of the "margin"-is the example we have discussed, but no less exem-

plary are festivals of an exceptional character, during which things that normally

are forbidden are tolerated, roles are reversed, and people generally kick over

the traces.113 Instances of such Ausnahmefesfe are the Carnival and its predeces-

sors such as the Saturnalia and the Kronia,lla but also women's festivals such as

the Thesmophoria, Dionysiac festivals, and the Roman festival of Bona Dea, giv-

ing women in seclusion an opportunity to indulge in excesses in their own way.

Other marginal situations are periods of mourning, disease, especially epidemics,

or famine, and social phenomena of acculturation and disintegration accompa-

nied by crises of identity.lls

Obviousl¡ there are a great many cross-relations and overlaps between the

groups and situations mutuall¡ as well as between the concepts of "marginal

group" and "marginal situation": members of messianist movements or utopians

may be viewed, of course, as temporary marginals but also as groups "in perma-

nent transition."116

People in marginal situations are outside normal society; they are asocial, but

that does not imply that they necessarily lead a totally atomized existence. On the
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conlrary, more often than not, a new different, nonstructural relationship de-

velops, for which V. W. Turner coined the term communitas. There is a feeling of

fellowship, of solidariry that distinguishes this group from the sfructured society.

This communication is broright about b¡ among other things, marginal signols,

which, as a rule, are nothing but opposites to the current cultural signs.117 people

in liminal situations shave off their hair or, on the contrary, wear it long; paint

their faces, \Mear a felt hood or women's clothes, or dress in a strange, eccentric

way; abstain from sexual acts or, just the reverse, indulge in perversions or abol-

ish sex distinctions. They speak a different language or remain totaily silent. They

follow deviant habits in matters of food and drink, change their names, perform
acts of self-mutilation or tattooing, and so forth.

Let us now, with the help of a few examples, demonstrate how this concept of
marginalit'¡ can be used to elucidate puzzlingproblems in the ancient religions.
For this purpose I seiect some suggestions from studies by F. Graf and J. N. Brem-

mer, who both, more than others-and following in Burkert's footsteps-use the
concept of marginality as a tool in their research.

The ancient libation (Gr. spondoi, LaL. libatio), a drink offering that is poured
out on the ground or on an e schara, may consist of the following basic ingredients:
milk and hone¡ wine, water, oil. In a paper entitled "Milch, Honig und Wein,,,

Graf made a study of the flame of reference of these ingredients.ll' He found
that milk and hone¡ in particular, are the liquid signals of marginal and unusual
situations and groups.lle According to the Hellenic conception, Greek men drink
wine mixed with water. Milk and hone¡ on the other hand, are characteristic
of women and children, of marginal groups such as the py.thagoreans, but also
of barbarian nations, which are typified as milk drinkers (Teutons, Scythians),
and of utopian, "natural" man of both prehistoric and eschatological times.120

Graf's thesis is fully demonstrable: "Honig und Milch . . . waren also abnorm,
marginale Flüßigkeiten" ("Hence honey and milk. . . were abnormar, marginal
fluids"). with a little more trouble a case could also be made for water, oil, and
even wine, if undiluted, but if this librifio wholly consists of ingredients that re-
fer to the margin, the question arises of why. The answer is that the libatio of
this composition is itself used specifically in marginal situations, for instance in
contacts with the dead, with heroes, with the underworid: in the liminal sphere,
therefore, between death and life. There is an ideal correspondence here between
signifiant and signifié.

In a paper on the Greek pharmol<os, Bremmer sheds new light on the scape-
goat and the related rites from the point of view of "the margin!'121The fact, for
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instance, not understood hitherto, that the pharmalzos is beaten with "squills 6¡
twigs of the wild fig tree" is convincingly explained by the fact that these plants,

being sterile, belonged to the "marginal" sphere. He can easily interpret the per-

sons who served as pharmakoi in historical times as marginal because, on the

whole, it was marginal characters such as criminals, paupers, and riffraff gener-

ally that were cast in that role. Here too, therefore, there is an excellent corre-

spondence between signifiant and signifié, both clearly belonging to the margin.

When, however, Bremmer also defines the kings who acted as scapegoats in the

myths as "the lonely marginal at the top," we see tension looming ahead between

these two categories of signifiant and stgnifié. This is one of the dangers inherent

in a general sense in the theories of marginality described so far. These dangers

might be classified as follows:

r. There is no need to be a structuralist to conclude that within any conceiv-

able society, it must be possible to point to binary oppositions in which one

member is unusual or marginal as compared with another, central or normal

member. It is a well-known fact, moreover, that people tend to declare their own

group the center and all others outsiders. If we take the-very incomplete-list

of imaginable marginals listed above, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that virtu-

ally everybod¡ depending on the comparison, is or may be marginal, with the

exception ofa roughly forty-year-old, diligent, health¡ native, non-hunchbacked

man with close-cropped hair, entitled to carry arms and in possession of full civic

rights, wife, and children. That I am not exaggerating may be apparent from the

results of a study in astrology and marginality by R. Wuthnow, which concludes

that "it was the more poorly educated, the unemployed, non-white, females, the

unmarried, the overweight, the ill, and the lonel¡ who were most taken with

astrology."122

Even those who hold that this statement does prove something will under-

stand that, at the same time, it verges dangerously on tautology. Armed with such

a deÊnition, you couid take practically any category of person and prove that it is

a marginal one, with the exception of the "normal" family man with all the nor-

mal characteristics mentioned above. A criminal as a marginal pharmokos is not

a debatable point: any criminal is marginal by definition. A king as a scapegoat

is much more interesting but, at the same time, less easy to explain if you start

from the margin model. In my opinion, the power and the tragedy of the ultimate

sacrifice, in this case, are effected not because the king is a marginal person but

because the king as The center of society is made a marginal person, through his

expulsion from what society considers the position of highest prestige. It is un-
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derstandable, therefore, that the king as scapegoat belongs virtually exclusively

¿e the mythical imagination.l23

Nearly all (groups of) people, then, are marginal in some respect or another,

or are potentially so, and so also are most situations. In various studies that I

consulted, the following ancient peoples and territories were labeled "marginal":

Scythians, Teutons, India, Southern Ital¡ Thracia, Lemnos, Tro¡ Lycia, Scheria,

Ithaca, Sþros, Boeotia, Euboia, and certain regions in Attica. True, such state-

ments will always be tenable with regard to a certain period and a carefully se-

lected center, but there is an obvious danger of arbitrariness and generalization.

The same applies to gods and demigods discussed in these various studies, such as

Apollo, Dionysus, Hermes, Pan, Poseidon, Athena, Artemis, Heracles, and The-

seus, who are either called marginal in a more general way or labeled outright

"initiation Bods."tz¿

z. Whereas we can try to escape the preceding danger by using precise defini-

tion and careful argumentation, the following objection cannot be met success-

fuIl¡ because it does not depend on the researcher's skill: the marginal signals

are seldom specific. An exemplary illustration of this phenomenon is found in

the libatio signais, which, as we have seen, implied general references to highly

divergent marginal situations and groups and could only be specified thanks to

the fact that the context referred to wns known fo us. In my countr¡ when you

see a man in an entirely black suit, you at once assume that he is in a marginal

situation. Which situation that is, however, requires additional information: he

is walking behind a coffin, he carries a prayer book (on Sunday), or he is serving

refreshments. When you observe a man wearing a long white or orange robe,

with a curious hairdo or a clean-shaven head and a painted face, you have to pay

attention to the context before you can tell whether this is a religious marginal or

someone from the sphere of Carnival or the circus.l2s In other words, the traffic

is unimpeded in one direction only: from the situation to the signals. Only the

former (the signr.fé) is specific; the signals (the signr.font) usually are not, and

cannot in themselves, therefore, be related with certainty to any one marginal

situation, not even when they seem to fit into an orderly pattern.

3. Here we touch upon a third point. The protagonists of the initiation myth

and ritual theory seldom fail to play what they consider their trump card, the

"internal coherence" of the pattern in which all the pieces neatly fall into their

proper slots. A characteristic passage in Bremmer's argument, for instance, is the

following: "In this way all the different motifs which, taken separatel¡ may of

course occur in different contexts, are explained by one hermeneutic key which
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is, from a methodic point of view, to be preferred to all kinds of supposed i¡¡_

fluences."t26 Now it cannot have escaped anybody's notice that the two essential

dangers mentioned so far-the general applicability of the marginality concept

and its inherent fatal elasticity, on the one hand, and the lack of specifici$ of
marginal signals, on the other-are, mutatis mutandis, in general a threat to any

theory that tries to recognize a pattern within a diversity of phenomena. These

objections were raised repeatedly, notably to the old myth and ritual advocates,

Frazer among them, not least by those scholars who have since discovered a dif-
ferent pattern.

So let us finally evaluate the "coherence" trump card in this light. In the Times

(London) obituar¡ Tylor's work was eulogized as follows: "He held that the enu-

meration of facts must form the staple of the argument, and that the limit of
needful detail was reached only when each group of facts so displayed its gen-

eral law that fresh ones came to range themselves in their proper niches as nevr'

instances of an already established ruIe"127 Those words were written by a be-

liever: automatically all the threads fall just right, weaving the pattern of Tylor's

animism. One small matter, though: nobody believes in this pattern any more,

no more than anybody believes in Frazer's general theories. And yet the latter

had filled many hefty tomes chock-full with "facts, facts, facts," which all-so he

maintained-fell exactly into their proper p1aces.l28 All the same, even if al1 the

pieces were to fit brilliantly in one single pattern, that still would not guarantee

the "truth" of that pattern: "The accepted truths of to-day are apt to become the

discarded errors of tomorrow," as Dodds once put it.12e The researcher is not to

blame for this, and fortunately nobody seems to mind this horrible truth too

much, for even those who agree with me that "all kinds of supposed influences"

as a notion is, in point of fact, an absoiuteiy viable and general factor in construct-

ing cultural realities cannot do without theor¡ pattern, or scheme if they want to

get on with their research.

Bearing in mind the three dangers mentioned, let us now look at a specific

theory in which-unlike the case of libatio and pharmahos, which remained

practically entirely within the realm of the rite-our only information derives

from a ml.thical story that, moreover, does not deal at all with a young man and

has nonetheless been interpreted as a literary reflection of the ritual initiation

scheme.

Bremmer, in a paper entitìed "Heroes, Rituals and the Trojan !VarJ'130 discusses

a number of heroes who figure in the epics, concluding that the traditions "des-

ignate their protagonists as young men in the transition from boyhood to adult-
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¡ood" (:S).When, in this context, Achilles, Pyrrhus/Neoptolemus, Philoctetes,

and Paris are discussed, this will surprise nobody after what we remarked before,

but there are already complications. Anyone who writes, "For our purpose we

deduce from this interpretation that Achilles'arrival at Troy feli in the ephebic

peiod of his life," must needs keep silence about the equally pseudohistorical

context of the equally ephebic son of Achilles, Neoptolemus, who, from the his-

torical point ofview, cannotverywell have arrived at Troy as an ephebe ten years

later than his father. What should worry us much more, however, is that the au-

thor includes in his list not only the young men mentioned but also Hector and

Odysseus: Hector above all because of his special haircut, Ihe Helztoreios home;

Odysseus on account of a number of elements in his history.l31 That Odysseus-

on whom we are going to focus from now on-was already a king and had a little

son when he sailed from Ithaca may not be a decisive difficulty. All the same, it
is apt to rouse the reader's suspicion. The author himself may have had some

misgivings, too-witness the fact that, having started out to show that several

heroes found themselves "in a transitional state," he finally concludes that all

the heroes mentioned, including Odysseus, are described as young men in the

transition from boyhood to adulthood (see Bremmer's comment above, from p.

35), whereas, on page 23, he had inferred from Odysseus's tale that his was "an

evident case of royal initiation," which, though doubtlessly related, is a different

thrng.'-
What are the narrative elements that turn Odysseus into an ephebe in the

initiatory period or, in other words, typify the narrative scheme of Odysseus's

wanderings as the mythical reflection of initiation rites? Let me quote Bremmer

himself: "What conclusion can we draw? It will be clear that we recognize an

evident case of royal initiation in the tale of the prince, who has to leave home,

wanders around, is present at cannibalistic activities, visits the underworld, has

a wound in the thigh, is an archer, is sexuaily very active, returns as a beggar, re-

stores the cultural order as a symbolic survivor of the Flood and finally becomes

king" (23). In support ofthis thesis, a number ofparallels had been listed before,

showing, for instance, that cannibalistic performances, the notion of the prime-
val Flood, sexual activities, and so forth are typical of the atmosphere of initiation
and transitional rites. This is not enough, however, to dispel any doubts we may

feel: the presumption that Odysseus is a t¡pical archer is only evidenced by his

shot through the axes, whereas everywhere else in the epic he is the adult warrior
with the normal equipment; his leg wound is a scar, possibly a relic from his time
as an ephebe, but oniy by way of a memento; and as for that sexual appetite, we
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are equally justified, or even more so, in maintaining that the texts depict Odys-

seus, despite his enforced contacts, as a faithful and above all married hero. There

are many more details that call for some reservations,l33 but that is not what I a¡¡
concerned with now.

The issue at stake is, rather, the essential dangers, as formulated above, inher-

ent in the method. That the protagonist of the Odyssey finds himself in a Turn-

eresque "transitional state" is, in the case of an adventurous wanderer, as yet no
more than a tautology.l3a It is here, therefore, that the problem of the general

applicability of the "marginality" concept reveals itself. Now the question arises

of whether and how a more specifrc "transitionai state" can be demonstrated.

The argumentation needed to turn Odysseus into an initiation candidate has to
be based entirely-because there is no ritual counterpart available, and the pro-

tagonist, moreover, as a forty-year-old father, cannot very well be depicted as

an ephebe-on a bunch of marginal signals, but such signals, in this case too,

are practically without exception nonspecific (the second problem pointed out

above). In the list ofsignals quoted above I can detect only one specific initiatory

element: the scar on the thigh, but that, of all things, goes back diserfis verbis to

Odysseus's youth and is as such beyond the scope ofthe pseudohistorical narra-

tive sequence the pattern is believed to be based on.13s AII the other signals that

have been suggested, such as, notabl¡ the elements of (man-eating) monsters

and survival after a primeval Flood-if we may interpret Odysseus's adventures

at sea in this fashion at all-also fit smoothly into other schemes that are not

necessarily initiatory. In point of fact, they are the stereotyped elements of this

type of adventure story. There is a striking parallel in a debate between A. Hen-

richs and J. Winkler.136 The former, basing himself on, among other things, can-

nibalistic elements in a recently discovered Lollianus fragment, discovers a ritual

background in the context of secret cult societies, whereas the latter shows in

detail that all the elements belonged to the stock-in-trade of classical fiction.

There is some affinity between Henrich's approach and that of R. Merkelbach,

who defended the theory that virtually all remaining classical novels are based on

some initiation pattern, but this time initiation into the Hellenistic mysteries.137

Everything fits perfectly: "This book only [!] intends to prove that the novels are

really mystery texts" (from Merkelbachs preface).

This discussion is fully comparable and endless, because the thesis is, at best,

plausible but incapable of proof. It could not be proven until an immediate ritual

counterpart went with it, the signals pointed speciñcally to one tlpe of ritual,
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e¡ the story could solely and exclusively be interpreted as the reflection of this

specific (and not ofany other) ritual. That this is not the case as far as the Odys-

sey is concerned is a fact for which, in the nature of things, we cannot blame the

interpreter, who is fully entitled to give a maximalist interpretation with the help

of his key. He has this right above all because elsewhere and under more favor-

able conditions he has drawn attention to initiatory elements in later mlth or

rite more convincingly. Nonetheless, the reader has the right to assess each inter-

pretation critically; I, for one, tend to shy away from reducing the Odyssey to an

initiatory scheme in such a drastic and rather mechanistic wa¡ for two reasons.

The first reason is that this would mean squeezing a great number of elements

into one straitjacket, whereas we have a wider and more natural interpretive

model at our disposal.t3s Nobod¡ however, should accept this critical remark

without having read Bremmer's article itself, in which more arguments are ad-

vanced than those briefly quoted here-the wooden horse as the hobbyhorse of
initiation rites, for instance. The second reason is that by following this course we

might be tempted (once again) to reduce, mechanicall¡ all myths of this genre

from the whole world to one relatively narrow ritual scheme. "It would be pos-

sible, and indeed easy, to find parallels in mlth and ritual for every incident in
the Odyssey" says Lord Raglan in The Hero, referring to sacrai kingship. The up-
shot of such statements and their underlying arguments has been that practically
nobody believes in his theory any more. An identical kind of reasoning is now
applied to the Odyssey and initiation, and now, too, everything always seems to
tally. Here, as an illustration, is my contribution: Penelope is a girl in the initia-
tory phase. As we know, in this period girls are generally locked up in secret

rooms to practice, by night, women's handicrafts (spinning in the first place).
Mythical relics of aggressive men bursting in upon women and destroying their
handwork are known from various cultures, prenuptial license occurring as well
in this context: the girls are assaulted and have to give in.13e q.E.D. In the same

wa¡ however, it might be proved that Alexander the Great is a super initiation
candidate: young, unmarried, adventurous journey in far-off lands, homosexual

appetite, war, danger, victor¡ (mass) marriage. And it would be even more per-
fect if we were allowed to include the Alexander romances with their fairv-tale
elements.

Meanwhile a problem comes into view. How arewe to explain that an "Odys-

sey pattern" shows itself in so many myths, fairy tales, and stories if we are not
prepared to trace this pattern invariably back either to the New Year complex or
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to the initiation complex or even to any ritual whatsoever? To look for a tentative

answer to this question we now turn to walter Burkert for the second time. It is
he who can guide us, by way of an approach we have not yet discussed.

6. Eppure Si Muovet Myth and Ritual Pqri Passu

In t97o Burkert published a paper entitled "Iason, Hypsipyle and New Fire at
Lemnos: A Study in Myth and Ritual." Kirk's critical studies had not yet appeared

at the time, but monolithic myth and ritual theories had already been sufficiently
subjected to criticism. Burkert, too, conceded wholeheartedly that there exist
myths without a rite, and rites without a m1th, that we know of etiological myths
of the tritest variety, and that it is out of the question, therefore, that myth should

always be connected with ritual. Still, there are complexes-such as the Arrh_
ephoria complex he had discussed before-in which the connection is so close

that the observer feels spurred on to consider the matter afresh. One such com-
plex is that of the women of Lemnos.la0 According to myth, Aphrodite afflicted
them with an unbearable stench as punishment for some offense. The result was

that their husbands refused to have intercourse with them and took Thracian

girls as concubines. Not a little vexed at this behavior, the women-all except

one-murdered the men in their immediate surroundings. The Argonauts put in
at the island on their return voyage and, having met nothing much but dragons

for some time, restored order: thereafter, the demographic balance was set right
again. The ritual orders all Lemnian fires to be extinguished once a year; during
the period of nine days without fire, offerings are to be made to subterranean

gods, after which new fire is to be brought by ship from Delos and all fires may be

lit again.

A brief note in a later gloss links myth and rite emphatically: once a year the

women of Lemnos are said to keep men off by chewing garlic. This is a striking
parallel indeed, and the "message" is clear in both: lack of fire means disorgani-

zation of social life (no hearth fire, no bread, no work for blacksmiths and pot-

ters, no burnt offerings, and, therefore, no communication with the gods); it is a

period of standstill and stagnation, typical of the transition to the New Yea¡ and

the mlth represents this sterile, asocial aspect in its own way. In both m¡h and

ritual there is an atmosphere of menace and death.

How are we to explain this parallelism (which even Kirk was later prepared to

acknowledge)?141 What came first, myth or ritual? Burkert refuses to answer this

question, since in his words, it "transcends philology, since both myth and ritual

were established well before the invention of writing" ("Iason," 14). In his conclu-
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sion, though, he hints more than once that myth and ritual, in the final analysis,

derive from one single origin, for instance when he maintains that myth may be-

come independent of ritual (r4) or when he stresses the importande of myths for

the reconstruction of rites: "Myth, being the plot, may indicate connections be-

¡y¡een rites which are isolated in our tradition" (14). Anywa¡ rite is considered a

necessary means of communication and solidarity within a sociai group. Feigned

[ear and aggression may prevent real disaster. Myth, however, does the same with
different means. Here, too, the theme is menace and death, but now the victims

are human beings, whereas the ritual conÊnes itself to animals: "only the myth

carries, in phantas¡ to the extreme what, by ritual, is conducted into more in-

nocent channels" Q6)Ja'zThis is a theme Burkert has elaborated in a fascinating

way in his theory of the origin of traged¡ which I am not going to discuss here.1a3

At the same time and above all, we recognize here guarded, tentative phrases

that immediately remind us of Harrison's second mlth ancl ritual relationship-
"they arise pari possu"-notably in the shape it was given by some of the an-

thropologists quoted above, Kluckhohn above all. This impression is confirmed
when we turn to Burkert's "Griechische M1-thologie und die Geistesgeschichte

der Moderne," a treatise published in r98o,1aa and find that with regard to the
myth and ritual relationship. Harrison and the anthropologists are quoted em-

phatically and with approval, criticism is relegated to a footnote, and Kirk-in
this connection, that is-is not even mentioned. It is a succiuct, albeit extremely
scholarly and informative surve¡ ancl the reader has the feeling that the author
has more to say. He did so indeed in rhe ry77 Sather lectures mentioned above,

which were published in ry79 and came on the market more or less simultane-
ously with this treatise. Here the essence of m¡h and the essence of rite were
investigated and describecl in a way that had not been pursued in this context
ever before.

In dealing with myth, Burkert takes as a starting point the structural approach
to the fairy-tale narrative inaugurated by V. I. Propp and simplified and trans-
formed later by others.las According to Propp, all Russian fairy tales of a certain
category were found to consist of sequences of thirty-one elements (functions,
motifemes), a number that strikes us as sufñciently arbitrary to have been discov-
ered, not imposed.la6 In point of fact, A. Dundes, in his introduction to the ry73
edition, points out that Propp follows an empirical, inductive method (which
Dundes cails syntagmatic) that stands in stark contrast to the speculative, de-
ductive (paradigmatic) approach of the structuralist por excellence claude Lévi-
Strauss. Whereas the latter starts from hypothetical polar oppositions, trying to
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place everfhing within this structure, Propp simply describes the linear order

of narrative elements he perceives again and again. The final twenty elements

of Propp's collection have been summed up by Burkert as follows: there is an in-

struction, a task, to go in search of something (something lost) and to get it; the

hero gathers relevant information, decides to set out upon the quest, starts on his

way, meets with others, either helpers or enemies; there is a change of scenery;

the object is found and taken possession ofby force or by cunning; it is brought

back, the hero being chased by the adversary; success is there; the hero comes off

triumphant.
It is this linear aspect in particular that strongiy appeals to Burkert, who has

no use for Lévi-strauss's algebra,laT and, therefore, does not show any apprecia-

ble affinity with the approaches of Vernant or Detienne either. Numerous other

schemes have already been suggested as an organizational principle of fairy tales

and the like,la8 but none as short as Burkert's proposal. In point of fact, Propp's

entire scheme may be summarized in one verb: "to get." What have we got, af-

ter all? Nothing but a program of action, elaborated into a narrative and varied

through a number of transformations-a program derived directly from life, from

biology. For what the hero does in Propp's schema is essentially similar to what

the rat does when-driven by hunger-it goes in search of prey and returns with

the spoils, having escaped the street urchin's stones, the cat's jaws, and envious

fellow rats. The identical pattern may be transposed to the world of the primates

in that stage when food coulcl only be obtained by way of long marches, hunting,

or gathering, which involved the most horrible dangers outside the relative safety

of the settlement. It is not possible, even approximatel¡ to do justice to the very

scholarly discourse, which shows a definite receptiveness to the new doctrine of

sociobiology. I note the conclusion: "Tale structures, as sequences of motifemes,

are founded on basic biological or culturaÌ programs of action" ("Iason," r8).

This is only the first chapter. The second deals with ritual. Here Burkert has

already been preceded by several others on the road that he wants to take himself

and that proves to lead to biology once more. From other scholars, ranging from

Julian Huxley to Konrad Lorenz,lae he borrows the definition of ritual: "Ritual is

action redirected for demonstration." With many animal species living socially it
has been found that certain types of group behavior possessed an evidently bio-

Iogicai function originally but became detached from their origin and acquired a

new function: that of a communication signal, the effect of which is binding on

the group.lso

These ritual acts are highly stereot¡ped, repeated and exaggerated, often man-
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ifested in theatrical and dramatic forms, and preeminently social actions.lsl K.

Meuli had already observed that with humans, too, ritual behavior might become

divorced from its original roots and acquire some nerv function fostering solidar-

ify, such as mourning behavior.152 Sociologists and anthropologists in their turn

have said repeatedly and in various contexts that the integration of the group is

rnaintained primarily by ritual means.

A great number of ritual customs are interpreted by Burkert as ritualized,

therefore stereotyped and "degenerate" biological actions. We knew that the

Olympian sacrifice should be understood as a relic from Paleolithic hunting cus-

toms,1s3 but it may come as a surprise to many a reader to learn that the ritual

of pouring out oil onto a sacred stone derives, in the final analysis, from the

canine habit of demarcating territory. Whether such detailed interpretations are

convincing or not, what is interesting is the consequences of these two views for

myth and ritual.

If we consider them in the light of Burkert's recent theories, we soon notice

that we are dealing with a single phenomenon with two aspects: both are "pro-

grams of action"; both have a biological background involving transformations

of action patterns bearing immediately upon the most essential needs, crises,

and dilemmas of both animal and primitive human existence; both have become

detached from their origins; both now primarily serve communication and soli-

darization. Myth is the verbal expression, rite a reflection in action, of essentially

identical situations and their inherent psychic emotions. For the first time an im-

pressive attempt has been made to underpin Harrison's second option theoreti-

cally. There are mlths and rites that are so closely connected that many of us had

already been under the impression that these, at any rate, must have originated

simultaneously. This is by no means true of all myths and rites, and it may even

hold only for a small minority. But where there is such a plausible connection we

now have at least a soundly based theory as to roughly how this parallelism might

have arisen.

7. Prospects

So far I have essentially done no more than arrange, describe, and, to a lesser

degree, evaluate. That the critical aspect was emphasized more forcibly in the iat'

ter part of the discussion may be explained by the fact that the first phase of the

myth and ritual theory has long been concluded and assessed, whereas the most

recent approach is still in full swing. That is why critical observations can cer-

tainly be useful, but never definitive. I do not want to conclude, however, without
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once more gathering in the lines we have observed so far. The resultanl
may no doubt strike the reader as sweeping. To make matters wors", t".;:i:T::ï
prevents me from arguing more specifically or illustrating it in greater detail with
the help of an extended case such as I have published elsewhere.lsa what I have to
offer is thus nothing but a tentative, somewhat intuitive suggestion that enables
me to return to those complexes that up to now have been felt, more often than
not, to be mutually exclusive: the myth and ritual complex of the New year_
sacral king, dying and rising god-on the one hand, and that of initiation, on the
other, in order to view them from the perspective offered by Burkert.

Let us concentrate exclusively on the two complexes we have discussed-we
might conceive of others, but not many or such easily recognizabre ones-and
consider the following questions:

r. what might be the reason that in the head of one person, Jane Harrison, ths
notions of two complexes could exist, one after or beside the other, the divine
protagonists changing effortlessly from one complex into the next (megisfos kou-
ros, Dionysus)?

z. How can we explain that some enthusiasts trace back the entire worldwide
mythology to one myth and ritual complex, whereas others reduce a considerable
number of myths to the other complex?

3. How is it that some New Year specialists time and again point out resem-
blance, affinity, or relation to initiation ideology, and initiation specialists are
repeatedly drawing parallels with New Year elements?1s5

4. what do we infer from the fact that a myth and ritual theorist of the old
stamp, A. M. Hocart, wrote a book about coronation rites of kings, whereas a

representative of the more recent trend is seen to waver between boys' initiation
and royal initiation?

5. why is it that both types of approach clairr primeval images like the FÌood1s6

and man-eating monsters,rsT besides numerous other elements such as role and
status reversal, experience ofanarch¡ and so forth, for their own complex?

6. How is one to explain that both can refer to worldwide materials?

7. Finally, how is it that so much attention was and still is paid to these two
myth and ritual patterns and relatively little, if an¡ to others?

Now let's just give specific form to these questions once more. In the sequence
of the epic of the odyssey and the story of Troy connected with it, the hero leaves
his countr¡ has to wander, has to wage war far from home, takes Troy by means of
a stratagem, is threatened by water (sea) and by man-eating and other monsters,
returns home, is menaced again, is finally triumphant, and becomes king (again).
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If we had been obligated to decide, after reading section z of this chapter,

which pattern had been transformed into a m1'th in this case, would not the New

year pattern of faÌl and return of the sacral king and the battling god,have been

the obvious choice? It was this choice that was made long ago by Raglan (and

others); witness the way he manages to fit all details into his pattern. And if we

had been asked the same question after reading section 5, would we not have

hesitated to answer the question, because the stor¡ when we come to think of it,

fiß very well into the initiatory scheme as well?

Meanwhile, the reason for all this has become abundantly clear, and so the

questions asked above have been essentially answered. Both situations, that of

the New Year and that of initiation, have a ñrmly related ritual and social func-

tion and follow, in essence, identical basic patterns: the old situation has to be

taken leave of (symbol of death, fall, farewell: lhe séparation); there is a period of

transition between old and new (soiourn in death, Underworld, labyrinth, flood,

foreign countries, a monster's belly: the marge); the new situation is accepted

(rebirth, resurrection, reinvestiture, return and reintegration: the agrégation).

That one complex shows associations with a process of nature, the other with a

social passage, is not immediately relevant. What matters is the relationship in

the typically transitional situations and the myihical symbols in which they find

their expression.

This argument has its starting point in the similarity of the two myth and

ritual complexes. While the old one seemed outdated, the new one is not as new

as it seems. Burkert's more recent work has not yet been taken account of in the

discussion. So let us now take the ultimate step: sLlppose we had not been asked

the question about the interpretation of the Odysseus story until after reading

section 6. Would we not be inclined to class it uncler the head of Propp's narrative

structure and-as the next step-to consider, with Burkert, whether the story

reveals references to deep-rooted biological and cultural schemes of action? If

one checks it, everything fits. That would mean that we have reached a deeper

level of interpretation, which supports and envelops the two other levels. We

might conceive of it in this way: the most elementary and primordial scheme of

(originally biosociological) functions has been conserved and transformed, in

ritualized and mythicized form, at precisely those points where human society

still experiences primal crisis most intensely. Apart from incidental calamities

like epidemics, wars, earthquakes, and floods, these are precisely the critical and

painful moments of transition that are experienced nowhere more keenly than

during initiatory periods and the advent of the New Year. In this way the struc-
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tural relationship between these two "crises" and their mythical-ritual represen_

tation is now placed in a historical evolutionary perspective. This seems to be
implied in Burkert's clearly evoÌved view.tss The author of "Kekropiderisage uncl
Arrhephoria: Vom Initiationsritus zum Panathenäenfest" now writes: ',The pat_
tern called 'the girl's tragedy' canlse interpreted as reflecting initiation rituals;
but these, in turn, are demonstrative accentuations of biologically programed
crises, menstruation, defloration, pregnancy, birth" (57, emphasis added). Odys_

seus and the Cyclops no longer have anything to do with initiation. Instead, they
are related to very remote reminiscences from even Paleolithic action patterns
(cf. the lance tempered in the fire). when Burkert discusses phenomena of role
reversal and sexual submission (zg-zo), initiation is found to play only a mar-
ginal role in the predominantly biologically oriented argument (apes also offer
themselves in an act of submission).1se

No doubt not everybody who is perhaps prepared to acknowledge the struc_

tural affinity of the two complexes is willing to take this ultimate step. After all,
it is nothing but a suggestion. still, there are reasons why it deserves serious
consideration. In a book that has come in for a good deal of discus sion, The Hero
with aThousandFaces, J. Campbell deals with a m¡hical complex, "the adventure

of the hero,"whose structure he outlines as follows: (r) departure, (z) initiation,
(3) return.160 This is a familiar scheme by now, but what is interesting is that
Campbell proceeds totally independently of the scholars referred to above. He
interprets the entire scheme with the help of Freud and Jung, above all in terms

of depth psychology, citing material from dreams. How these images get into our
dreams is not explained, at least not explicitl¡ and here the recent movement of
sociobiology, despite the criticisms it has received, might well be revelatory.161

As regards our two myth and ritual complexes, we thus find that what is sauce

for the goose is sauce for the gander, probably because both sauces are prepared

by the same cook, who works with only one recipe. His "biodynamic" recipe can

be summarized in the verb "to get." In a given situation, this simple verb is quali-
fiecl by a number of indispensable, successive actions that are also reflected in
our two complexes and in fafty tales and myths of the Odyssey type. Equating the

sauces of goose and gander does nof disqualify either of them. Nor does it entail
a depreciation of the remarkable progress made in our field through the recent

shift in our model of interpretation, as I hope to have made abundantly clear.

While in the natural sciences some implications of Kuhn's concept of "paradigm"

are liable to criticism,162 the concept has proved helpful in analyzing develop-

ments in the social sciences. However, it has been pointed out more recently that
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in this sector paradigms are, as a rule, not radically exclusive. This tolerance has

awarded anthropology the qualification "polyparadigmatic."t0: And this is exactly

rny point'

Though the new paradigm introducing the social interpretation of mlth and

ritual has cleared the way for explanations that were unheard of in the first half of

the twentieth century-I am especially referring to the application of the concept

of the "margin," both in the rites of initiation and in the festivals of reversal-the

new model by no means completely eradicates or replaces the old one. First, I

would not (and did not) deny that the presence of the two patterns described by

the myth and ritual theorists can actually be demonstrated. What I oppose is the

totalitarian, one-sided interpretation of such mlthical patterns from the point of

view of just one of the complexes. Second, I do not doubt that there are myths

that, in the final analysis, go back to some New Year scenario, or that there are

myths that derive from initiatory schemes. However, I think it unlikely that all

the stories with the scenario described above have developed in either one of

these ways. Anyone who goes to such lengths, while still acknowledging that

everylvhere-in both complexes and in a great mass of myths, fairy tales, stories

(and dreams) from all over the world-we can discern a more or less identical

basis pattern, has the right if not the duty to try to find an explanation for this

phenomenon. Perhaps this can be done without the help of recent ethological

and biological insights, but it would be better to try to incorporate them. In any

case-and that was my chief aim-this phenomenon explains why the champi-

ons of the two complexes have so often encroached upon each others' territories.

To return to the Odysseus stor¡ I, for one, think that an origin in some New

Year scenario is less piausible than a descent from some initiatory scenario. Much

more plausible than either, though, is the interpretation of this story as a varia-

tion on the biological-cultural program of action, which may have been carried

over into both complexes and which, independently, has become the material

from which dreams, fairy tales, and myths of a certain type have been fashioned.

Of course, whoever thinks all this much too vague and prefers to sit down and

reread the Odyssey itself is right, too.

lnThe GoldenBough(voI.IV, p. vii), Frazer sighs: "The longer I occupy myself

with questions of ancient mythology, the more diffident I become of success in

deaiing with them, and I am apt to think that we who spend our years in search-

ing for solutions of these insoluble problems are like Sisyphus perpetually rolling

his stone uphill only to see it revolve again into the valley."

This is a pessimistic expression of what I found more hopefully phrased by the
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anthropologist E. M. Ackerknecht: "If anthropology returns to the coûrparative
method" (and as we have seen, recent developments in the borderland of anthro_
pology and the Classics tend in that direction), "it will certainly not forget w[¡¿¡
it has learned meanwhile in general ancl what it has learned about the limitations
of the method in particular. It wili return only in that spiral movement, so chara<:_

teristic of scientific thought, arriving after half a century at the same point but at a
higher level.It will know better how and what to compare than it knew fifty years
ago:'164

Sisyphus's stone rolling but landing at a higher level each time? Let us hope so,
even if the stone turns out to obev Zeno'.s laws.

NOTE S

a. Kowalzig 2oo7, 13 n. t.
b. on the examination questions, see Bremmer zon, 536-37. For the history of the

idea, the articles in calder 1991 are important sources. Fol an annotated bibliograph¡ see
Arlen r99o.

c. Bremmer t978.

d. What follows is partly a summary of Edmunds zoo5,34-36, which itself, as there
indicated, is based on material published in 1993. Cf. Hansen 2oo2,2or-7r.

e. ATU 974.

f. Lord zooo [196o], chap. B.

g. Zhirmunsþ r967; Reichl zoor.

This chapter, apart flom the notes, was translated from the Dutch by Dr'. p. p. 
J. van caspel,

who carried out the difficult job with great meticulousness and intelligence. Professor
L. Edmunds and Mr. P. Mason, classicists and native speakers of English, read the first
tlanslation and offered many suggestions for improving the text. To all of them I express
my sincere gratitude.

r. The following is only a selection of titles on the theory of myth and ritual (for
literature on specific myth and ritual complexes, see nn. r5ff. and nn. 3zfr. below):
C. Kluckhohn, "Myths and Rituals: A General Theory," HThR 35 þg4z): 45-79, reprinted
in J. B. Vickery, ed., Myth and Literature (Lincoln, NE, 1969), T-44: L. Raglan, "tøyth
and Ritual," and S. E. Hyman, "The Ritual View of M¡h and the Mythic," both in Sebeok
7974,722-35,136-53; W. Bascom, "The M¡h-Rítua1 Theory," /ournal ot' American Folklore

7o þ957): to3-14; Philip M. Kaberr¡ "Myth and Ritual: Some Recent Theori esl' BICS +

Q,957): 4z-53; Fontenrose 1966; H. H. Penner, "Myth and Ritual: A Wasteland or a For-
est of Symbols?" H&T Beiheft B (1968): 46-57; and Robert A. Segal, "The Myrh-Ritualist
Theory of Religion," lournal of the Scientific Study of Relígion 19 (r98o): 173-85. Also im-
portant are the relevant passages in Kirk r97r, B-3t; t974,66-68, 223*53; Burkert 1979,

34-39, 56-58; t99o, r7z-Bz; and F. Graf, Griechische Mythologie (Munich and Zwich,
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ú85),43-57. After publication of this chapter in the first edition of this volume, the

fállowing books appeared: R. Acker-man, The Myt'h and Ritual School: I. G. Frazer and the

Cambridge Rifuolisfs (New York, r99r); Robert A. Segal, The Myth and .Ritual Theory: An

Anthology (Malden, MA, r99B), with a useful introduction and recent literature on p. 13;

[. Scapo, Theoríes of Mythology (Malden, MA, zoo5) r55-6r; ancl B' Kowalzig, Singingfor

the Gods (Oxford, zooT), 4-23.
z. On Usener; the "heros larístes ["founding hero"] der modernen Religionswissen-

schaft" (thus his son-in-law, A. Dieterich, in Archiv fir Religionswissenscha,ÍÌ B Ir9o5]: x)'

see Aspettí di Hermann IJsener filologo della relígíone, Seminario delÌa Scuola Normale Su-

oeriore di Pisa (Pisa, r98z). There is a bibliography of Dieterich, "founding father" of the

b"r,ru,r religionsgeschichrliche school, in his Klein¿ Schrilten (Leipzig and Berlin, rgrr),

fl-42.
3. M P.Nilsson, GeschichtedergriechischenReligion,vol. I (Munich, t'9673,t94o1),vo1.

II (Munich, 19612, r95o1). For bibliographies of Nilsson's works, see E. J. Knudtson, "Bei-

îàge ztteiner Bibliographie Martin P. Niisson," in Drogma: Festschr{t M. P. Nilsson (Lund,

ry3Ç,57t-656, reprinted in Scripfo Minora (Lund, 1968), z9-tt6; and C. Callmer, "The

published wr-itings of Prof. M. P. Nilsson tg3g-tg67l' in Dragma, t77-3g.cf. waarden-

burgtg74, tgr-g7. Biographical sketches and evaluations of his works are given in E. Gjer-

stad, "M. P. Nilsson in memoríaml' ScriptaMinora(Lund, 1967-68), i7-z8; C.-M. Edsman,

"Martin P. Nilsson t'874-t9671'Temenos 3 (1968): t73-76; and McGinty t978, ro4-4o.

4. Thus A. D. Nock, who was honorecl by his fellow students with the proud title of
,.the greatest living authority on Pauly-Wissowa" and was lauded by Nilsson (GGR Vor-

wort) as "der bewährteste Kenner der spätantiken Reiigion." For an epistolary contact be-

tween the two giants, see M. P. Nilsson, "Letter to Professor A. D. Nock," HThR 4z (tg+g),

7t-7o7; 44 Q"95): 143-5r. There is a bibtiography in A. D. Nock, Essays onReligíon ond the

Ancient World, vols. I and II, ed. Z. Stewart (Oxford, rgTz)' 966-86.
5. B. Lincoln, "Two Notes on Modern Rituals," Journal of the American Academy of

Religion 45 þ977): t49.

6. Burkert's Greelz Religíon (1985) and Structure ond History in Greelz Mythology anc)

Ritual (t979).

7. A discussion of Kerényi and Dumézil is beyond the scope of this chapter. For

M. Eliade, see J. A. saliba, "Homo Religiosus" in Mircea Eliade: An Anthropol"ogical Evalua-

rion (Leiden, t976), and L P. Culianu, MirceaEliade (Assisi, r97B). For critical views, see

G. Dudle¡ Relígion on Trial: Mircea Eliade cnd His Critics (PhiÌad elphia, rg77), and L. Al-

fieri, srorio e mito: IJna crítica oEIicLde (Pisa, rgTB). cf. J. z. Smith ig78, BBff. Eliade phrases

his own prefer-ence for myth above rite, in his "Methodological Remarks on the study

of Religion," in M. Eliade and J. Kitagawa, eds., The History of Religions (Chicago, 1959),

86-ro7, as follows: "Symbol and m¡h will give a clear view of the modalities (of the

sacred) that a rite can nevel do more than suggest." I do not discuss the representatives

of the Paris structuralist school, not because their work is of no ínterest for the study of

myths and rituals, but because whenever they try to bring them into a cohesive pattern,

they practically never do so in the usual sense of "m¡h and rituall' R. L' Gordon, ed.,

Myth, Religion, ond socie\t: Sfruciurolisf Essays by M. Detienne, L. Gernet, ].-P. Yernant, and

P.VídaI-Naquet (Cambridge, rgBr), offers an excellent introduction to their ideas.
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B. l. H.Voigt, Mnx MüIIer: The Man and His ldeas (Calcutta, 1976). Shorter stuclies

incltrde R. M. Dorson, "The Eclipse of Solar Mythology," in Sebeok ry74, z5-63; Van Baal
r97t, zo-26; Shar-pe 1975, 35-46; and Burkert r98o, 166. Cf. also F. M. Turner', The Greeh

Heritage in Victorian Brifain (New Haven, Cl tg9t), 77-t34, on "Greek Mythology and
Religion" in this period.

9. See W. Mannhardt's Roggenwolf und Rog¡¡enhund (Danzig, 1865-66); Die Korndci_

monen (Berlin, rB68); AntikeWold- undFeldkulte (Berlin, 1B7S-77; Dannstadt, 1904-52);
and Mythologische Forschungen (Strassburg, rBB4). On his work and influence, see Frazer
rBgo-r915, I:xii-xiii, zrz-t6; and Waardenbùrg 7974, r73.

ro. E. B. Tylor, Primifive Culture (Loncion, rBTr). For an assessment of his work,
see Kardíner and Preble ry62, 56-77; F. Gòlz, Der primitive Mensch und seine Relþion
(Gtitersloh, Ger:man¡ ry63), o-4o; Van Baal 797i.,30-44; Waardenbulg 1974, zBB-89;
Sliarpe 1975, 53-58; U. Bianchi, The History of Religions (Leiden, 1975), 83-86; and Evans-

Pritchard ryù, gt-94. Tl-rele has been a revival of interest in Tylor's evolutionism and its
background. See, for instance, G. W. Stocking Jr., "Matthew Arnold, E. B. Tylor and the
Uses of Inventionl'AtnericanAnthropologist 65 (1963): 783-gg; M. Opler, "Cause, Process,

and Dynamics in the Evolutionism of E. B. Tylor," South-westernlournal of Anthropology zo

Qg64): rz3 44; and J. W. Burrow, Euolution and Socie\t: A Study inVictorian Socktl Theory
(London, tg7o2), zz9-59. Cf. J. Z. Smith 1978, z6r n. 58.

rr. G. Himmelfarb, Darwin and the Darwínían Revolution (London, 1959). Interesting

on the social and mental context is Burroq Evolution and Socie}; D. F. Bratchell , The Im-
pactof Darwínism: Texfs andComtnentarylllustratingryth-Century Religious, Scientific,and
Literary Attitudes (Amersham, UK, rg8r); ancl R. J. Richards, Donuin and the Emergence

of Evolutionary Theories of Mind ancl Behavior (Chicago, r9B7). For a fulI bioglaphy, see

P. Brent, Charles Darwin (Lonclon, r98r; Feltham, UK, 19832).

rz. F. R. Lehmann, "Der Begriff 'Urdummheit' in der ethnologischen und religion-
swissenschaftlichen Anschauungen von K.-T. Preuss, A. E. Jensen und G. Murra¡'Socior
logus z (tg5z): Bt-45.

r3. W. Robertson Srnith, Lectures on the Religiort of the Semifes (Edinburgh, rBB9,

r8942). The German tlanslation, Die Religion der Semiten (Tübingen, r899), was reprinted
inry67. Forbiographicalsurveys, seeJ. S. BlackandG. Chrystal, TheLifeofWilliamRobert-
son Sririth (London, rgrz), ancl T. O. Beidelmann,WilliamRoberison Smifh (Chicago, r974).

Cf. also Van Baalt97t,45-53;Waar:denburgry74,265; Evans-Pritchard r9Br, 69-Br. Mary

Douglas, Purilt and Danger (Harmondsworth, UK, r97o), z5: "Robeltson Smith founded

social anthropology."
r4. "But for Smith," saicl Frazer, "my interest in the subject [anthlopology] might have

remained purely passive and inert" (quoted in Kardiner and Preble ry62, Bz).

15. Frazer,r8go-rgr5.Anabridgededitionappearedinlg22-NewYork,rg5o.Other
revisions and abridged editions include Theoclor Gaster, ed., The New Golden Bough (New

York, 1959), and M. Douglas and S. MacCormack, eds., I. G. Frazer. The lllustrated Golden

Bough: A Study in Magíc and Rehgion (London, 1978). Biographical works include R. A.

Downie's lames George Frazer: The Portrait of a Scholar (London, r94o), and Frazer and

the Golden Bough (London, rgTo).They are all superseded by R. Ackerman, l. G. Frazer:

His Life andWorle. (Camblidge, r9B7). Cf. also Kardiner and Preble 1962, 7B-1o9; SharPe

1975, B7-g4; and Evans-Pritchard r98r, 732-52. For a comprehensive list of works on
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Frazer, see Waardenburg tg74, 59-6o. FoI a critical accoLlnt, see M' J. C. Hodgart, "In

the Slradow of the Golden Bough," The Twentíeth Century 97 Ogsùt rrr-r9, and S' Mac-

cormack, "Magic and the Human Mind: A Reconsideration of Frazer''s Golden Boughl'

Arethusa r7 (1984): t5r-76. For more criticism, see sectiotr 4 of this chapier.

r6. Autobiographical data are in Hallison's Rerniniscens¿s of a Stuclent's trfe (London,

42S) an(l A|pha and Otnega: Essays (Lonclon, r9r5). FoI biographical information, see

Foll¿,Lore37 Q9z6): r8o-92; J. G. Stewart, IaneEllenHarrison: APortraitfi'omLetters(Lon-

don, 1959), with a full bibliography; R' Ackerman, "J. E. Harrison: The Early Workl' GRBS

g QgTz): zog 3o; McGinty tg7ï, 7t-to3; and S. J. Peacock, Iane Harríson: The Masþ and

the Sef (New Haven, CT, r98B). MaIy Beard's The Invention ot'lane Harrison (Cambridge,

MA, zooo) appeared after publication of this chaptel in the first edition of this volume.

ry. In a letter to G. Mulra¡ in Stewart, Jane Ellen Harrison, rr3.

rB. J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena (Cambridge, t9o3, tgo72, t9zz3), rcpll'nted New York,

ry55, and London, 1961; more recently reprintecl by La Haule Press. Harr-ison , Themis: A

Si;tudy in the Social Origíns of GreeÞ Relígíon (Cambridge, tgt'21, tgz72), reprinted together

wtthEpilegomenn by Univer-sity Books (New York, rg6z) and Merlin Press (London, r963).

ry. In Epilegornena to the Study of Greel< Religion (Camblidge, rgzr), xxii, Harrison for-

mulates her own scientific achievements thus: (t) Totem, Tabu, ancl Exogam¡ (z) Initia-

tion Cerernon¡ (3) The Medicine-Man and King-God, and (a) The Fertility-Play or Year

Drama. This is precisely the l'everse order of her Werrlegangfrom Frazer via "the genius of

Durkheim" (ibid., n. r) toward Freud. McGinV tg79,79: "As a result, to read her oeuvre

in chronological older is aln'rost like leading a rnultivolume histoly of the discipline of

cornparative religion disguised as a series of I'ristories of Greek religion" (and cf. his n. 35

on p. 213).

zo. Kirk rg77, 3; McGinty t978,96. W. J. Verdenius, in his leview of Epilegomena and

Themis, in Mnernosyne,4th ser. i6 (r963): 434, remalks: "Her plincipal weakness was the

susceptibility which induced her to adopt the latest fashion in philosoph¡ psychology and

ethnologyJ'

zt. J. E. Harrison, /HS rz (rB9r): 35o. Actuall¡ this refels to het' interpretation of the

Kekropides myth, which she was the first to explain from the pelspective of myth and

ritual. Burkelt (tg9o, ry4), however, points out that plevious initiatives in this direction

had ah'eady been taken by C. O. Mül1er and Wilamowitz.
zz. Humphreys (1978, 96) suggests that hel attention was dl'awn to Durkheirn by

the lectures of Radcliffe-Brown, which she attended at Cambridge in r9o9' Humphreys

also gives a good assessment of Dulkheirn's work. See also Harris 1968, 464-8z; S. Lukes,

Emile Durþheítn: His Life andWorl¿ (New York, r97z); Kardiner and Preble t962, ro9-33;
and Evans-Pritchard r9Br, 153-69. The remar-kable sirnilarity appears inter alia in the fol-

lowing quotations from Durkheim, Les formes élémentaires de Ia vie religieuse (Paris r9 rzr

= 1968s): "l'expér'ience leligieuse, c'est la société" ßSZ): "la folmation d'un idéal . ' . c'est

un ploduit natulel de la vie sociale" (6o3); "la leligion est un procluit de causes sociales"

(6o6). On this aspect of Durkheim's tl.reor¡ see R. N. Bellah, "Religion, Collective Rep-

resentations and Social Change," in R. A. Nisbet, ed., EmíIe Durkheim (Englewood Cliffs,

Nl, r965), 766-72. On Dur-kheim's influence on Radcliffe-Brown, see Kuper r9B5,49ff'

23. Harrison herself recognized this evolution: "Primitive religion was not, as i had

drifted into thinking, a tissue of erlors leading to mistaken conduct; rathel it was a web
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of plactices emphasizing palticular parts of life, issuing necessarily in representations 
¿¡¿ultimately dying out into abstract conceptions" (Thenís, xii).

24. See M. Guarducci, InscriptionesCreticae,vol. III, sect. II, no. 2 (Rome, 1935_).Cf.
Guarduccik 'Antichità Cretesi," in sfudi in onore di D. Levi, vol. II (catani", It;iy;,;;:
36-37, andEpigrafiaGreca,voÌ IV (Rome, ry79), n\-zg.

25. M. L. West, in "The Dictaean Hymn to the Kouros," /HS 85 (1965): 149_59, pro_
posed to replace Harrison's "Lord of all that is wet and gleaming, thou ar-t .rr.,'lr,r, uîinterpretation that results in "master of all, who to earth art gone." Later on west recanteJ
his metrical suggestions while maintaining his textual conjectures (ZpE +s trgaz], gfÐl
His reading, which completely ignores Harrison's treatment of the text, seems very ir¡_
probable to me and, as far as I know, has not provoked much enthusiasm. see c"".¿u."i,
Inscriptiones Creticae, and J. M. Bremer, "Greek Hymns," in Versnel r98r, zo5_6. Cf. also
A. Motte, Prairies et jardins de Ia Grèce antique (Brussels, ry7o), 56-6o.

26. There are also historical Couretes; see S. Luria, "Kureten, Molpen, Aisymneten,,,
AAntHung rr (1963): 3r-36; D. Knibbe, Forschungen in Ephesos, voÌ. IX, Fasz. r, r: Die
Kureteninschriften (Österr. Arch. Inst., rgBr).

27. For Murray's scholarly achievements, see F. West, Gilbert Murray: A Bíography
(London, r9B4), and D. Wilson, Gilbert Murray OM tï66*t957 (Oxford, rgBB). Murray
returned to myth and ritual theories in other works: Euripides and HisAge (oxford, r9402 j,
zB-32, and Aeschylus, the Creator of Tragedy (Oxford, ry4o), 45-6o. For criticism, see
A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb,Tragedy, andComedy (Oxford, ry27), 185-2o6. In his
re-edition of this book Qg6z), n6-29, T. B. L. webster gives a reassessment of Murray,s
achievement. For other theories on the origin of tragedy, see H. patzer, Die Anfänge der
g'iechischenTragödie (wiesbaden, ry62),andG. F. Else, TheoriginandEarlyFormof Greelt
Trogedy (cambridge, MA, 1965). For recent theories on the ritual origins of traged¡ see
Burkert ry66a; F. R. Adrados, Festíval, Comedy, and Tragedy: The Greeþ Orígins of Theatre
(Leiden, 1975); Adrados, "The Agon and the origin ofthe Tragic chorus l'insertaTuryni,
ana: StudÌes A. Turyn (Urbana,IL, rg74),436-88; and J. J. Winkler, "The Ephebes, Song:
Tragoidia and Polis," Representations tr (1985): z6-62.

zB. Four Stages of Greelz Religion originated as a series of lectnres at Columbia Llniver-
sity in r9rz. It was published as Fiv¿ Stages ot' Gree'lz Religion (London ry35, 19463).

29. Remarkabl¡ the leading French structuralist in the classical field, J.-p. vernant,
highly appreciates the works of cornford, whereas his mentor Louis Gernet, a pupil of
Durkheim, had little or no appreciation for the works of Harrison and colnford. see
S. Humphreys, "The Work of Louis Gernet," in Humphreys ry78,76-to6. And cf., on the
scholar Gernet, A. Maffi, "Le'Recherches'di Louis Gernet nella storia del diritto greco,"

QS 13 (r98r): 3-54, and C. Ampolo, "Fra religione e società," Sfudsfor z5 (1984): Bj-89.
3o. F. M. Cornford, ThelJnwrittenPhilosophy (Cambridge, r95o); H. Otten, "Vordera-

siatische M¡hen als vorläufer griechischer M¡henbildung," Fo rschungenundFortschritte,
rg4g, 145-47; A. Heubeck, "Mythologische Vorstellungen des alten Orients im ar-
chaischen Griechentum," Gymnasium 6z (1955): 5o8-zo; G. steiner', Der sul¿zessions-
mythos in Hesiods Theogonie und ihren orientolischen Parallelen (Diss., Hamburg, r95B);
P. walcot, Hesiod ancl the Near East (cardift 1966); M. L. west, Early Greek philosophy and
the Orient (Oxford, r97r); Kirk t977,2t3-zo: Burkert i979, passim; Burkert, "Die oríen-
talisierende Epoche in der griechischen Religion und Literature: SHAW, 1984, r-r35.
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3r. I leave aside A. B. Cook' with his massive monograph Zeus, vols. I-III (Cambridge,

,qr4-+r). He is perhaps the most typical disciple of Frazer, but he did not contribute to

*'th and ritual theorY.
"'',". 5. H. Hooke. ed.. Myth ancl Ritual: Essoys on the Myth and Ritual cíf the Hebrews in

Relat¡on 
to the Culture Pattern of the Ancient East (Lonclon, 1933); Hooke, ed., Myth, Ritual,

andKingship 
(Oxford, r95B). His earlier collection,TheLrtbyrinth (London, 1935), has no

fearing on the new ideas. Hooke's tryout was "The Babylonian New Year Festivall' Iournal

of the Manchester Egyptological and Oríental Socie$t t3 QgzT): z9-38. The most convenient

intr.oduction to his ideas is his Middle EosternMythology (Harmondsworth, uK, i963). on

the scholar Hooke, see E. C. Gr-aham, Nofhing Is Here for Tears: A Memoir of s. H. HooÞe

(Oxfold, r969)., 
33. Several studies have been devoted to the myth and litual school. In Myth,Ritual,

and Kingship, Hooke gives a historical suwey of this approach, which he refuses to call a

school. There is also a critical essay by S. G. F. Brandon in the same collection. Cf' also

J. Weingreen, "The Pattern Theory in Old Testament Studies," Hermathena ro8 (1969):

5-4;8. O. James, MythandRitua|intheAncientNearEasú (London' r9s8); H. S. Versnel'

Triumphus (Leiden, t97o), zor'35; J. W. Rogerson, Myth in OId Testament InterPretation

(Berlin, t97),66-84; and literature in nn. 76ff. be1ow.

34. This festival figures in all myth and ritual studies. There is a very circumstantial

treatment by S. A. Pallis rn The B abylonian Akîtu F e s tiv aI ( Copenhagen, r9 z 6 )'

35. In two volumes ofFrazer r8go-r9r5: The Dying God, vol. III, and The Scape Goat,

vol. VI, 354ff.

:6. This according to the famous expression coined by M. Eliade. He has certain con-

nections with the myth and ritualists, for instance in his Le mythe deI'éternel refour (Paris,

94g), chap. z, andTraité deL'histoíre desrclígions (Paris, 19642), 335ff'

37. E.D.van Buren, "The Sacr-ed Marriage in Early Times in Mesopotamial' oríentalia

t4Q944): zff.; S. N. Kramer, "The Sumerian Sacred Marriage Texts," PA?hS ro7 (1963):

485ff.;W. H. P. Römer, Sumerische'Königshymnen' der Isin-Zeít (Diss., Utrecht, t965).

38. Ther.e are ample commentaries, including H. Zimmeln, "Zum babyionischen

Neujahrsfest," Berichte der sachsischen Gesellschaft der wissenschot'ten 7o (r9r8), and

F. Thureau-Dangin, Rifuels accadiens (Paris, rgzr), n7fL S. H. Langdon, in The Epic of

Creation (Oxford, tg4), zoff., provided another edition under the title "The Death and

Resurrection of Bel-Marduk."

39. Most enthusiastically in K. I. A. Engnell, Studies in DivíneKingship inthe Ancient

Near Easf (Uppsala, 1943), and G. Widengren, Saþrales Königtum im Alten Testament und

im Judentum (Stuttgart, 1955).

4o. This is the most conventional-and convenient-escape for desperate rlefenders

of a pattern, exploited by Murray as well as by the "Pan-m1th and ritualists" (see belorv).

4r. S. Mowinckel, Psohnensiudien, vols. I-IY (tgzz-24), II: Dos Thronsbesteigungsfest

]ahwiihs und der IJrsprung der Eschatologíe.

42. s. A. Hooke gave one of his books, Alpha and omega: A study in the Pattern of Rev-

elofion (welwyn, uK, 196r), the same title as the one Jane Harrison had chosen for one

ofher books. In the collections, however, there is hardly any reference to the Cambridge

school.

43. Frazer later distanced himself from the Cambridge movement, as is evident from
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his correspondence with Marett, in which he also belittles the influence of Robertson
Smith. See R. Ackerman, "Frazer on M¡h and Ritual," /HI 36 (,g7): 175-34.

44. McGinty ry78,79: "Harrison depended so heavily on evolutionism that, the gen_

eral theory of evolution of primitive religion having been overturned, her analysis has Iost
most if not al1 of its cogency."

45. G. EÌliotSmith, TheAncientEgyptiansandtheOriginsof Cívilisafion (London, r9rr,
19232); Elliot Smith, Human Hisfory (London, r93o); W. J. Perr¡ The Children of the Sun:
A Study in the Early History of Civilization (London, ry4); Peny, The Growth of Civilization
(London, r9z4). See also A. J. Toynbee, A Study of History, vol. I (London, 1955), 424_46.

46. On astral mythology in Old Testament and related studies, see Rogerson, Myfh,
45-84.

47. To quote from another Hooke collection, The Síege Perilous (London, 1956), ßl
"the rituaÌ myth which is magical in character, and inseparable from the ritual . . . is older
than the aetiological m¡h which has no magical potency."

48. That this order does indeed occur can be documented by the coronation ritual of
the Japanese emperor, in which what happened in iIIo tempore is imitated in a ritual form;
M. Waida, "Conceptions of State and Kingship in Early Japanl' ZRGG zB Q.976): g7-n2.
M. Eliade has unequivocally opted for this view of the relationship between m¡h and
ritual. A. E. Jensen, in his Myfhos undKultbeiNaturvöIþern (Wiesbaden, r95r), translated
as Myth and Cult amongPrimítive Peoples (Chicago, 1963), gives precedence to mlth as

well. However, his definition of mlth is so broad that it practically covers the concept
"content of belief."

49. A. Jeremias, Handbuch der altorientolíschen Geísteskultur (Leipzig, tgzg2), ryr.
His "catechism l' Die Panbabylonísten, der alte Arient und die Aegyptische Religion (Leipzig,
r9o7), is still worth reading.

5o. A survey ofthe themes discussed in this section, minus the anthropological data,
is given in Hyman, RitualView.

5r. G. Murra¡ Hamlet and Orestes: The Annual Sha'kespeare Lecture bet'ore the Brítish
Academy (ty4).

52. Hocart's contribution is incorporated in A. M. Hocart, ed.,The Life-GivingMyth
andOther Essays (London tg1z, r97o2).For a bibliography and assessment, see R. Need-
ham,ABibliography ot'Arthur Maurice Hocart (Oxford, 1967), and Nee dham, Man 4 (1969):
z9z. Hocart's most influential books are Kingship (London, tgzT) andKíngs andCounselors
(Cairo, 1936; Chicago, r97o2).

53. L. Raglan, The Hero: A Study in Tradítíon, Myth, and Drama, reprinted in New york
and London, ry79. For a short suley of his ideas, see Raglan, "M¡h and Ritual." Raglan
was a faithful disciple of Hocart. In the introduction to The Life-Giving Myrh (xiii), he
writes: "since none of these rites and customs can reasonably be supposed to ar-ise natu-
rally in the human mind, their distribution must be due to historical causes."

54. On Becket and Guy Fawkes, see Fontenrose 1966,4ff.
55. S. E. Hyman, "Leaping for Goodly Themisl' New Leader 45 Q.g6z): z5-26 (cited in

Fontenrose ry66, z6). Other works by Hyman includeThe ArmedVision (New york, r94B);
"M¡h, Ritual and Nonsense I' Kenyon Review r. (tg+g), 4SS-75; and Rifual \4¿w.

56. In a review of Fontenrose, Python, in Carleton Miscellany r (196o): n4-27 (cited
in Fontenrose ry66, z6).
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57. S. E. Hyman, The Tangled BanL¿: Darwin, Marx, Frazer, ond Freud as Imaginotíve

1,4/rifers (New York, ry62).
58. M. A. Murray's The Witch-Cult in Westem Europe (Oxford, tgzt, marry reprints),

andThe God of theWitches (London, 1933 = Oxford, rg8r). For a short account of Murra¡

þer foliowers, and her critics, see K. Thoma s, Religion ond the Decline of Magic (Harmonds-

worth, UK, tg7), 64ff. For a more recent, though quite different, theory on the relation-

ship between witches and Diana, see H. P. Duer, Dreamtime: Concerning the Boundary

between Wilderness and CivìLízation (Oxford, r9B5).

59. M. A. Murra¡ The Dívíne King in England (London, ry54), ß. For an assessment of

these and similar theories, see E. Rose, A Razorfor a Goot (Toronto, r96z).
6o. Robert Graves, TheWhite Goddess (New York, r95B); S. Jackson, inThe Lottery (I

owe this information to Burkert ig8o, 181-82); J. B. Vicker¡ The Scapegoat (New York,

ry72),48-45. More data in Hyman, RitualView.
6r. Theodor Gaster is perhaps the last true Frazerian. Besides the abridged New Goldøn

Bough, he also edited Myth, Legend, and Custom in the OId Testament: A Comparative Study

vrith Chapters t'rom Sir James Frazer's "Folltlore in the OId Testament," vols. I and II þ969;
NewYork, 19752).

62. Malinowski's most famous book, Argonouts of the Western Pacific (London, t92z;

New York, 19612), contained a preface by Frazet See, on this work, M. W Young, ed.,

The Ethnography of Molinowsþi: The Trobriancl Islands ry15-1918 (London, 1979). On Ma-

linowskí's place in anthropology, see R. Firth, ed., Man and Culture: An Evaluation of the

Worlz ot' Bronislaw Malinowsl¿i (London, 1957); Kardiner and Preble 1962, 16o-86; Harris

t968,547-67; Waardenburg ry74, t69-72; M. Panoff, Bronislow Malinowsl<i (Paris, r97z);

S. Silverman, ed., Totems and Preachers: Perspectives on the History of Anfhropology (New

York, rg8o); and Kuper 1985, r-35.
63. B. Malinowski, Magic, Science,andRelígíonandOtherEssoys (Glencoe, UK, i94B),

85. Explanatíon used this time not in the intellectualist sense used by Tylor and Frazer.

64. The essay under this name appeared in B. Malinowksi, Sex, Culture, and Myth
(London, r963).

65. E. R. Leach,The Political Sysfems ot'Highland Burma (London, 1954), 13. Although
Kluckhohn, contrary to the tendency of functionalism, paid due attention to the needs of
the individual, and Leach, later on, dissociated himself from functionalism and embraced

structuralism, in this case the functionalist background is clear. This is convincingly
shown in Penner, "Myth and Ritual," 5r: "They share one basic assumption. This is the

assumption that myths and rituals are to be explained by reference to their function for
the solidarity or unity of society and the psyche." In this context Penner refers to Harrison,

Hooke, Gaster, Malinowski, Kluckhohn, Spiro, and Leach. His criticism of this approach,

which more often than not confuses goal with effect, is refreshing.

66. M. Douglas, Natural Symbols (rg7o, tg72). The phrase quoted is from an anony-

mous reviewer in TIS (r97o): 535. Segal, in "M¡h-Ritualist Theory," r8r, rightly points

out the difference between Douglas and her predecessors: "The real difference between
Douglas and her antagonists is that she concentrates on the meaning, not the effect, of rit-
ual, if not myth. For Harrison and Hooke, Durkheim, Malinowski, and Radcliffe-Brown,

the meaning of m¡h and ritual is secondary. Its effect, on either society or the individual,
is primary. The meaning is at most a means to that effect. For Douglas the reverse is true."
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67. Cf.Leach,PoliticalSystems, 15: "ritual action and beliefalike [are] to be
as forms of symbolic statement about social order."

68. In addition to the works cited in n. r above, I mention H. Baumann, ..Mythos 
inethnologischer Sicht l, il:' Studium Generale n e959): rry, 583-97; p. S. Cohen, ,.fh"o_

ríes of M¡h," Man 4 Q969): ß7-53; and j. A. Saliba, "M¡h and Religious Man in Con_
temporary Anthropology," Missiology t Q97): zïz-g3.

69. Quoted in clyde Kluckhohn, Anthropology ancl the crassics (providence, 
R'1,

tg6t), zo.

,'.,';i;,T;i;i,':l:iff :i:ü:Ï3;:î"'fi f.1î:î#å':i::ItseandAbusø'f 
His,.ry

71. J' s' Black and G. chrystal, The Lit'e of willion Roberfson smifh (London, rgrz), 4or.
72. Thus H. Frankfort, The Problem of similarity in Ancíent Near Eastern nel,gionr,

Frazer Lecture (Oxford, r95r), B-an important criticism.
73. W. von Soden, "Gibt es ein Zeugnis daftir dass die Babylonier an die Wieclerauf_

stehung Marduks geglaubt haben?" Zeitschrift t'ür Assyríologíe, NF r7 (1955): r3o_66. Very
skeptical also is J. Z. Smith, in 'A Pea'l of Great price and a cargo of yams: A Study ii
situational Incongruity," History ot'Religions ß (t976): r-r9, reprinted in revised form in
his Inragning Religíon: From Babylon to lonesfown (chicago, rgBz), 9o-ro1. He argues that
the New Year complex was the product of Hellenistic apocallptic ideas (cf. J. Z. Smith
rgTB' 7z-74). J. A. Black once mo'e explored the whole Akitu complex, in "The New year
ceremonies in Ancient Babylon: 'Taking Bel by the Hand' and a cultic picnic,', Religion
rr (r9Br): 39-59. Although Black rejects the idea of a dying and rising god, he accepts a
parallelism between the enthronement rites of Marduk and those of the king. cf. also
Z. Ben-Ba.ak, "The Coronation Ceremony in Ancient Mesopotamia,,' OLp n (r9Bo): 55_
67,wíth new evidence.

74. See West, "Dictaean Hymn"; Fontenrose r966.

75. P. Lambrechts, "Les fêtes'phrygiennes'de Cybèle et dAttis;, BIBRzT (1952): r4r_
7o; Lambrechts, "La 'résulrection'dAdonis," in M,élanges I. Lévy (Annuaire de I'lnstitut
de Philologie et d'Histoire orientales fBrussels], 13, 1955), zo7-4o. Cf., more recentl¡
D. M. Cosi, "Salvatore e salvezza nei mister-i di Attis," Aeuurn 5o (1976): 4z-7t;IJ. Bianchi,
'Adonis: Attuaiità di una interpletazione religíonsgeschichtlichl'and p. Xella, 'Adonis oggi:
un bilanco critico," both in Adonis: Relazioní del colloquio inRoma rg8r (Rome, r9B4);
and s. Ribichini, "salvezza ed escatologia nella vicenda di Adonis?" in u. Bianchi and
M. J. vermaseren, eds., La soteríologia dei culti orientalinell' impero Rornano (Leiden, rggz),
6zz-+2.

76. E. M. Yamauchi, "Tammuz and the Bible," /Bt 84 (r965): zB3-9o. C. H. Ratschow,
in "Heilbringer und sterbende Götter," in R. stiehl and G. A. Lehmann, eds., AntíL¿e und
universalgeschichte: Festschrit't H. stier (Münster, ry72),398ff., argues that the act of dy-
ing itself is the symbol of salvation. see also c. H. Talbert, "The Myth of a Descending
and Ascending Redeemer in Mediterranean Antiquity," NTS zz eg76): 4ß-4o. There is
a reassessment of the problems in s. Ribichini, Adonis: Aspetti'orientalí' d,i un mito greco
(Rome rg8r), ßt-g7. An entirely different position has been taken by Burkert (1979,

99ff.' ngff.): and cf. Burkert, "Literarische Texte und Funktionaler Mythos: Zu Istar und
Atrahasis," in J. Assman, w. Burkert, and F. stolz, Funl¿tionen und Leístungen des Mythos:
D r ei alt oríentalís che B eispiele (Göttingen, ryB z), 6 3 - B z.

understood
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77. H.l. Rose, "Myth and Ritual in Classical Civilisation," Mnernosyne 3 (r95o): z8r-

rrirø. n.Nilsson, C,lrs, Myths, Oroc1es, and Politics in Ancient Greece (New York, r95r),

,L_r". O"rhe supposed cohesion of mlth and ritual, M. Eliade, in Anfaios 9 (t968): 329,

"lur, 
..Dur, *i,. nicht einen einzigen griechischen Mythos in seinem rituellen Zusammen-

¡ung k"r.tt"t.t:'Cf. S. G. Pembroke, "Myth," in M. I' Finle¡ ed', TheLegacy of Greece: ANew
'iunialtol 

(Oxford, rgBr), 3or-z: 'A one-to-one correspondence between myth and ritual

irtnot to U" founcl in Greece." For a similar discussion on sacral kingship and the m¡h and

ritual theory in the Israelite context, see N. Snaith, The Iewish New Year Festival: Ifs Origins

ütd Developments (London, 1g4ù; H. Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods (Chicago, r94B);

I d" Fruir.", L'aspect religíeux de La royauté ísraélite (Rome, t954); A. R. Johnson, Socral
'Kingship 

ín Ancientlsrael (Cardiffl 1955); K. H. Bernhardt, Das Problem der altorientalischen

Kotiigsi.deo\ogieimA.T. (Leiden, 196r); and J. Eaton, Fesfal DratnainDeuterolsaiah (London,

ry7ù.
78. Thus, for instance, Fontenrose 1966, Bff., but see my remarks in the next note.

Moreover, Fontenrose utterly fails to recognize the importance of what I call "m¡hic

ritual." For a short discussion of the implications of this phenomenon' see J. Van Baal's

"Offering, Sacrifice, and Gift," Numen z3 Q976): t6t-78, esp' t76-77' and Dema: De-

scríptíon and Analysis of Marinrlanim Culture (The Hague, 1966), 54o-4r' The question of

whether the rituals as related in literature were ever actually performed becomes pressing

when we have to evaluate the well-known charges against Christians and other sects. See

A. Henrichs's, Díe Phoiniþíþa des Lollianos: Frogmente eines neuen griechischen Romans

(Bonn, r97z); "Pagan Ritual and the Alleged Crimes of the Early Christians," in P. Gran-

Àeld and J. A. Jungmann, eds., Kyrialzon. Festschrtft J. Quasten, vo1. I (Münster, ry7o),

rB-35; and "Human Saclifice in Greel< Religion: Three Case Studies," in Le sacrífrce dons

I'antiquité, Entretiens Hardt z7 (Geneva, tgïr), ry5-235. Cf. R' M' Grant, "Charges of
,lmmoraiity' against Various Religious Groups in Antiquity," in R. van den Broek and

M. J. Vermaseren, eds., Studies in Gnos ticism andHellenistic Religions Presentedto G. Quispel

(Leiden, rg8r), 16r-7o. And cf. the long lists of "cannibals" among Western European

sectar-ians in N. Cohn, Europe's Inner Demons (St. Albans, UK, t976), r6ff. For a different

approach, see J. Winkler, "Lollianos and the Desperadoes," /HS roo (r98o): r53-8r' There

is a remarkable valiant in the eally rabbinical laws that provided detailed prescriptions

of rituals without ever assuming that they would be performed in reality. Here a system

of ideas is expressed not in a rnlthical but in a ritual literary form' "The ritual is myth";

J. Neusner, "Ritual without Myth: The Use of Legal Materials for the Study of Religions,"

Religion S OSZ Ò : 9r-1oo.
79. Fontenrose does not excel in anthropological knowledge, however. There is an

abundance of evidence on sacral kingship, which clearly proves that ritual regicide ís

(or was) a common feature in not a few African cultures. I mention only several here:

T Irrstam, The King of Ganda: sfudies in the Institution of sacral Kingship in Afríca (t944,

reprintecÌ rg8r); P. Hadfield, Traits of Divíne Kingship in Africa (1949, reprinted tgTg);

L. Mair, African Kingdoms (Oxford, ry77); and M. W. Young, "The Divine Kingship of the

iukun: A Re-evaluation of Some Theories," Afríca 36 (1966): 135-53. Recentl¡ African

sacral kingship, including the issue of regicide, has drawn much attention; see A. Acller,

La mort est Ie masque du roi: La royauté sacrée des Moundang duTchad (Paris, 1979); L. De

Heusch, TheDrunþenKing,ortheOrigínof the S¡ofe (Bloomington, IN, rgBz); De Heusch,
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Rois nés d'un coeur de vache (Paris, rg8z); G. Feele¡Harnik, "lssues in Divine Kingship,',

Annual Review of Anthropology r4 (1985): 273-313: and J.-C. Muller, Le roi bouc 'émissaire:
Pouvoir et rítuel chez les Rul<uba du Nigéria cenúral (Quebec, rg8o). The discussion on the
meaning of regicide has received a fresh impulse from the plovoking theories of René
Girard. See S. Simonse, De slaperigheidvan KoningFadyet: Regicide enhet zondeboL¿meche-

nisme in de Nilotische Soedan, in W. van Beek, ed., Mimese en geweld: Beschouwingen over
het werL¿ van René Girord (Kampen, Netherlands, rgBB), t7z-zo\. Cf. also the balanced
discussion of the pitfalls of terminology in S. Price, Rituals and Power: The Romon Imperial
Cult in Asia Minor (Cambridge, r9B3), 45- 39.

Bo. K. van het Reve, Een daguithetlevenvan de reuzenl<oeskoes (Amsterdam, t98o2),
777.

Br. Kirk7977,r-3rt1974,223-53;G.S.Kirk,'Aetiology,Ritual,Charter:ThreeEquiv-
ocal Terms in the Study of Myths," YCIS zz (t972): B3-roz. His skeptical approach has, in
its turn, provoked critical reactions; see TLS, Aug. 14, ry7o, B9g-gt (the anonymous au-
thor is the same as the author of New Yorl¿ Review of Books, Jan. zB, 1971, 44-45-namel¡
E. Leach);J. Culler, YaIeRevíew 6o (r97o): 1o8-r4; andJ. Conradie, "The LiteraryNature
of Greek Myths: A Critical Discussion of G. S. Kirk's Views," A Class 13 Q977): 49ff. For a
balanced account, see R. Ackerman, "Writing about Writing about Myth;' IHI l+ GgZl):
147-53.For a structuralist view, see C. Calame, "M¡hologiques de G. S. Kirk: Stmctures
et fonctions du m¡he," QIJCC t 4 þg7z): n7-35.

Bz. J.Z. Smith, in "When the Bough Breaks" (inI.Z. Smith 1978, zo8-39), dismantles
the enornrous structul'e ofThe Golden Bough piece by piece. Other important criticism
includes Fontenrose 1966, and E. R. Leach, "The Golden Bough or Gilded Twig," Doedolus

9o (196r). On Frazer's literary influence, see J. B. Vicker¡ The Literary Impact of the Golden

Bough (Princet on, tg7 4).
83. From Frazer's poem "June in Cambridge."
84. Of course, there is room for numerous refinements of the valious kinds of rela-

tionship between myth and ritual. D. Richard, in "Tolerance and Intolerance of Ambiguity
in Northern Tai Myth and Ritual," Ethnology 4Qg74):1-24, demonstrates that ritual may
function in a conservative fashion while mlth may be tolerant toward modern ideas.

85. Of course, there are exceptions. A typical Einzelgtinger like Walter Otto makes
the "Zusammenfall von Kultus und M¡hos" the central doctrine of his most celebrated
book, Díonysos: Myúhos und Kultus (Flankfurt, 1933). This founder of (another) Frank-
furter school eschewed any contact with anthropological theory or comparativist trends
in the history of religions and by no means bot'rowed his ideas from Jane Harrison. He

was strongly influenced by Wilamowitz. See W. F. Otto, Das Wort der Antil<e (Darmstadt,

ry62),383-86 (bibliography); McGinty tg7B, t4t-Bo; A. Henrichs, "Der Glaube der Hel-
lenen: Religionsgeschichte a1s Glaubensbekenntnis und Kulturkritik," in W M. Calder
III and H. Flashar, eds., Wilamowitz-Symposiurn (Darmstadt, r9B4); and H. Cancik, "Die
Gotter Griechenlands r9z9: Walter Otto als Religionswissenschaftler und Theologe am

Ende der Weimarer Republik," AIJ z7 QgB4):7v9g.
86. For Harrison's own opinion, see Arion 4 þ96):399. M. R Nilsson (Geschichte

der griechischen Religion, vo1. I fMunich, ry6731, n, 64), was very reserved. For criticism
from the side of the school of Durkheim, see L'onnée sociologique t2 (tgog-r2): 254-6o.
See, generall¡ G. Murra¡ lane Harrison Memoriol Lecture tgzB, r'eprinted in Epilegornena
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andrhemis (New York, ry62), 55g ff.: "I think there was also, in conserwative or orthodox
circles, rather more dislike of Themis as a 'dangerous book' than there had been of the
Prolegomena." Murray himself was reproached for being "etwas zu entgegenkommend
gegenüber manchen Ideen Jane Harrisons"; o. weinreich, in his review of Five sfages

ot' Greek Religíon in Philologrsclrc wochenschrift 46 þ926): 64fr. = Ausgewöhlte schrit'ten,
II:zo5-6.

87. Jeanmaire 1939; G. Dumé2il, Le problème des centaures: Etude de mythologte com-

parëe indoeuropéenne (Paris, r9z9); Gemet r9zB. A selection of literature o n Mönnerbünd,e:

H. schurtz, Altersl¿lassøn und Männerbünde (Berlin, tgoz); L. weniger, "Feralis Exercitus,"
Archiv für Religionswissenschaft 9 (19o6): 2ot-47; ro (r9o7): 6t-Bt, zz9-56; L. Weiser,
Altgermanische Jünglingsweihen und Mönnerbünde (Bühl, t9z7); H. webster, primitíve se-

cret Societies: A Study in Early Politics and Religion (New York, ryoï, t9322); O. Endter,
DieSagevomwildenJö.gerundvonderwildenlogd(Diss., Frankfurt, r9¡¡); O. Höfler,Kul-
tische Geheimbünde der Germanen, vol. I (Frankfurt, 1934); G. Widengren , Hochgottglaube
im alten lran (Uppsala, 1938); S. Wikander, Der arische Mdnnerbund (Diss., Lund, r93B);

J. Przylusþ, "Les confrèries de loups-garrous dans les sociétés indo-européennes," RflR
nt (t94o): :-z8-43; W. E. Peuckert, Geheimhulte (Heidelberg, 1951); J. de Vries, Alfger-
manische Religionsgeschichte (Berlin, ry562), t454-55; G. Widengren, Der Feudalismus im
altenlran (Cologne, r969); G. Dumézil, The Destiny of theWarrior (Chicago, r97o); O. Höf-
ler,verwandlungshulte,vollzssagenundMythen (Österr. Ak. wiss. phil-Hisr. Kl. sitz. Ber.
z79,Yienna, 1973); Alföldi ry74, esp. Lo7-So; J. N. Bremmer, "The Suodales of poplios

Valesios," ZPE 47 QgBz): 133-48; Bremmer t987,3B-4.
BB. Brelich r96o-6r; 1969; Eliade ry75. The amount of literature on initiation is

overwhelming. Besides the works of Brelich and Eliade (and of van Gennep, discussed
below), I single out the following: M. Zeller, Knabenweihen (Diss., Bern, r9z3);A. E. Jen-
sen, BeschneidungundReit'ezeremonienbei denNaturvöllzern (Stuttgart, 1933); l. Haeckel,
"Jugendweihe und Männerfest auf Feuerlandl' Mitteilungen der Oesterreichischen Gesell-
schaft t'LLr Anthropologíe ß-47 Og47): B4-t t4; v. Popp, ed., Initiation. zeremonien der sta-
tusänderungunddesRollenwechsels (Frankfurt, 1969); A. Droogers, TheDangerouslourney:
Symbolic Aspecfs ot' Boy\ Initiatíon among the Wagenia of Kisangani (Zaire) (The Hage,
rg8o); U. Bianchi, ed., TransifionRifes: Cosmic, Social,andlndividualOrder(Rome, 1986).
F. Sierksma, Religie, Sexualiteit en Agressíe (Groningen, Netherlands, ry7g), 26off, has a
rich bibliography. A particularly interesting methodological approach to the application
of classification and definition in the study of ritual, especially initiation, is J. A. M. snoek,
Initíatíons (Diss., Leiden, r9s7). cf. aiso J. P. schojdt, "lnitiation and the classification of
Rituals," Temenos zz QgB6):93,ro8. For girls' initiation, see below.

89. Vidal-Naquet, "Le chasseur noir et l'origine de l'éphébie athénienne," Annales ESC
z3 (1968): 947-64, reprinted in Vidal-NaqueÍ, Le chasseur noir: Formes de pensée et t'ormes
de société dansIe monde grec (Paris, tglt), ryt-74; English version in pCphS r94 (1968):
49-64, and vidal-Naquet r986. Reconsiderations and answers to critics in vidal-Naquet,
"'Ihe Black Hunter Revisited," PCP\S ztz (1986): t26-44.

90. On W Burkert and the significance of his work, see L. J. Alderink, "Greek Ritual
and Mythology: The Work of Walter Burkert," Religlous Studies Reuiew 6 (r98o): r-r4. The
most important review of his handbook I have seen is the one by B. Gladigow, iî Göttin-
glsche Gelehrte Anzeígen 235 (1983): r-16.
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9r. w. Burkert, weisheit undwissenschat't: studien zu \thagoras, philolaus und platon
(Nuremberg, 196z); English edition, Lore and science in Ancient eythagoreanßm (carv_
bridge, MA, r97z); Burkert r966b.

gz. on this scheme, see Burkert ry7g, 4ff. The scheme was already detected by J. ç.
von Hahn in Sagwissenschat'tliche Studien (Jena, 1876); see Bremmer e987, z6),*hog*i
a surwey of the classical instances of the "mother's tragedy" on pp. z7fr. He disputes Bu¡l<_
ert's interPretation of this motif as a reflection of girls' initiation on the grounds that, in
some cases, the mother of the hero is already married. one may grant him this point, but
he does not solve the enigma of the origin of the motif. His solution, 'App"r".tl¡ gruut
heroes come into being during periods of intense crisis and transition in their moth"r,.
lives and they become the more extraordinary thanks to their mother's hardships,, (Brem_
mer, in Bremmer and Horsfall ry87,3o), though obviously true, fails to do justice to the
stereotyped nature of the mother's particular hardships. We shall see below that Burkert
later changed his frame of interpretation. on the mlth of the bad father, see also the
literature in Alföldi ry74, to4n. t47, and D. Briquel, in R. Btoch, ed., Recherches sur les
religíons de I'Italie antíque (Paris, 1976),7-g7.

93' This was not the first time that the A¡rhephoria were explained as a relic of initia-
tion ritual. See Jeanmaire rq9, z64ff.; Brelich r96t,IIlz3-26; cf. Brelich 1969, z3r_38.
I can neither entirely grasp nor, as far as I can grasp them, accept the recent views of
N. Robertson, in "The Riddle of the A'rhephoria at Athens," HSCph 87 (1983): z4r-BB, any
more than I can fathom other mlth and ritual interpretations by this author, such as 

..Thå

Origin ofthe Panathenaea," RhMtz8 (1985): z3r-95, and "The Ritual Background ofthe
Dying God in Cyprus and Syro-Palestine," HThR 75 (r98z): 313-59.

94. H. E. Driver, "Girl's Puberty Rites in Western North America l' [.Jniversi$t of Calít'or-
nia Publications: Anthropological Records 6 Qg4r-42): zr-9o, see 6r.

95. Besides the works of Brelich, Eliade, Jeanmaire, and Burkert, there is a vast litera-
ture on girls' initiations and their possible relics in women's festivals. See, for instance,
A. winterstein, "Die Pubeltätsriten der Mädchen mit deren spuren in Märchen," Imago
t4 þgz9): tgg-274; R. Merkelbach, "sappho und ihr IGeis," philologus ror (1957): r-29;
l. Gagé, Matronalia (Brussels, 1963), passim; J. K. Brown, 'A Cross-Cultural Study
of Female Initiation Rites," American Anthropologisf 65 (1963): 837-53; J. Stagl, ,.Die

Frauensuque und ihre stellung zu den anderen Melanesischen Geheimbündenl' wíener
VöIkerL¿undliche Mitteilungen 14, no. 5 Qg67-68): 69-to4; B. Lincoln, ..The 

Religious
Significance of Women's Scarification among the TlI' Africa 45 Ggn)t 3ú-4; J. prytz
Johansen, "The Thesmophoria as a Women's Festival," Temenos t Qg75): 7g-87; G. E.
Skov, "The Priestess of Demeter and Kore and Her Role in the Initiation of women at the
Haloa at Eleusis," Temenos II (1975): ß6-47; D. Visca, "Le iniziazioni femminili: un prob-
lema da reconsiderare," Religione e Civiltà z þ976): 241-74; N. J. Girardot, .,Initiation and
Meaning in the Taie of Snow white and the seven Dwarfs," American lournal of Folhlore 9o
Q.977): 274-3oo; C. Calame, ed., Rifo e poesia orale in Grecia (Rome, ry77); C. Calame, l¿s
choeurs de jeunes filies en Grèce archaique (Rome, rg7ù: B. Lincoln, "women's Initiation
among the Navaho: M¡h, Rite and Meaning," paideuma 4 þg7): 255-63: Graf ry78;
B. Lincoln, "The Rape of Persephone: A Greek Scenario of women's Initiation," HThR

7z þ979): 223-35; B. Lincoln, Emerging from the Chrysolis: Studíes in Rituals of Women's
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Initíation (Cambridge, MA, rgBr); and J. N. Bremmer, "Greek Maenadism Reconsidered,"

ZPE SS Gs9+): 267-86.

96. Fokke Sierksma, Deroof vanhetvrouwengeheimQg6z),reprintedasReligie'sexurtl'

ircit en agressie (Groningen, rgTg). This book also has an extensive bibliography on initia-

tion. Cf. also B. Bettelheim,symbolicWounds,Puber\tRites, andtheEnviousMale (London,

Lssù'
97. A. van Gennep, Les rites d,e passage (Paris, r9o9), translated as The Rifes of Pas-

sage (van Gennep 196o). Bibliography of van Gennep in Waardenburg ry74, 85-89, and

(. van Gennep,Bibliogaphie des oeuvres dArnoldvanGennep (Paris, 1964). For scholarly

biograph¡ see N. BeimonI, Arnoldvan Gennep,Ie créateur deI'ethnographie françcise (Paris,

ry74), rranslated as Arnold van Gennep, Creator ot' French Ethnography (Chicago, t'979), and

H. A. Senn, "Arnold van Gennep: Structuralist and Apologist for the Study of Folklore in

France," Folk-lore 85 Qg74): 229-43.
gB. H. Kenner, Das Phönomen der ver'l¿ehrten Welt in der griechísch-römischen Antike

(Klagenfurt, Austria r97o), with too much emphasis on reversal as a s1'rnbol of death. See

Versnel 198i, 58zff.

99. These raids have been treated by K. Meuli in a series of studies on masks, Carnival

Iore, and charívari, collected in his Gøsammelte Schriften, vol. I (Basel-Stuttgart, 1975).

Cf. also Eliade 1975, 83, with nn. 9, 10, rr. Comparable rites can be found in women's

initiation; see R. Wolfram, "Weiberbündel'ZeitschríftfùrVolkskunde4zQgg): r43ff., and

M. Eliade, "Mystère et régénération spirituelle," Eranos Jahrbuch 4 þ951:8rff. For the

continuity in charivari ritual, see J. Le Goff and J.-Cl. Schmitt, eds., Ie charivari (Paris,

ig3r), and H. ReyFlaud, Lecharivari:Lesrítuelst'ondamentauxdelasexualité (Paris, r9B5).

1oo. On hrupteia as a relic of initiation, see Brelich t96g, rt3-2o7, with a vast bibli-

ography. But Nilsson had aÌready seen the essential, in Klio tz (r9rz): 3o8-4o = Opus-

cula selecta, vol. z (Lund, tg5z), 8z6-69 For more emphasis on initiatory elements, see

H. Jeanmaire, "La cryptie lacédémonienne," R-EG z6 (r9r3): 121-50. Cf., generally,

J. Ducat, "Le mépris des hilotes," Annales ESC zg (t974): 452-64.
ror. On pederasty as an act of subjection during initiation, see van Gennep t96o, t7t;

leanmaire rg3g,455-6o; Brelich 1969, 84-85, r2o-27; and J. N. Bremmer, 'An Enigmatic

Indo-European Rite: Paederasq)'Arethusa 13 (r98o): 27g-g\. Cf. Burkert 1979,2g-3o;

H. Patzer, "Die griechische Ifuabenlieb el' Sitzungberichte der Wissenschaftliche Al<ademie

Franhfurt (tg1z). On skepticism, see F. Buffiere, Eros adolescent: La péd,érastie dans la Grèce

antique (Patis, rg8o),55-59. For a serious refutation ofhomosexual practice as part of

Greek initiation, see K. J. Dover, "Greek Homosexuality and Initiation," in Dover, The

Greehs and Their Legacy: Collected Papers, vol. II (Oxford, r98B), n5-34. Various forms of

temple prostitution are also explained as (relics of) initiation ritual in Graf ry78,73.
roz. E. Crawle¡ 'Achilles and Scyros," CQ 7 (1893): 243-46, whose views are generally

accepted; see Bremmer rg7\,7 n. tz.
ro3. On Philoctetes as the image of the initiate/ephebe, see P. Vidal-Naquet, "Le

'Philoctète'de Sophocle et l'éphébie," in J.-P. Vernant and P. Vidal-Naquet, Mythe et trage'

die en Grèce ancienne (Paris, 1973), 159-84, and the literature in Bremmer ry78, 9 n. 33.

ro4. On Theseus and the Oschophoria, see Jeanmaire tg3g,243-45,338-63; addi-

tions in Brelich 1969, 444Íf. When Graf (rg7g, ,7 n. r37) suggests, "Im einzelnen freilich
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wären seine Analysen nochmals zu überprüfen," it would be wise to pay special attention
to the Salaminioi inscription. Cf. Vidal-Naqtel,Le chasseur noír, t64ff.

1o5. T. Homolle, "Inscriptions de DelphesI'BCHtg (1895): 5-69.
to6. Burkert 1975, with the remalk on p. rr: "Es ist erstaunlich wie diese These, kaum

beachtet, aus der Diskussion unversehens wieder verschwunden ist." cf. also the goocl
discussion in Burkert 1985, r6o-64. I added some observations in Versnel r986.

ro7. F. Gtaf, 'Apollon Delphinios," MH 36 (rg7g): z-zz.
ro8. Cf. also the recent attempt to trace back the Lupercalia to initiation ritual in

C. Ulf, Dos Römische Lupercalienfest: Ein Modellt'all t'tu Methodenprobleme ín der Altertum_
swissenschafr (Darmstadt, rgBz). cf. the attempts by M. Torelli to explain the archaeologi_
cal finds in Lavinium as elements of initiation ritual, in Lovinio e Roma: Riti iniziafi.ie
matrimonio tra archeologia e sforia (Rome, 1984).

ro9. Generall¡ on initiatory evidence in fairy tales and elsewhere, see V. propp, 
Le

radici storiche dei racontí di fate (Turin, ry46, tg7z2); A. Fierz-Monnier, Initîatíoi und
Wandlung: Zur Geschíchte des altfranzösischen Romans im tz. Ihdt. (Bern, r95r); I. de Vries,
Betrachtungen zum Mdrchenbesonders in seinemYerhaltnis zu Heldensage und Mythos, F. F.

Communications r5o (Helsinki, 1954); Enzyclopödie desMdrchens, s.v. 'Archaische Züge',
(735), "Brauch" (6gr), and "Brautproben" (953); Eliade 1975, n4nf; and Eliade, ,,Wis-

senschaft und Märchen," in F. Karlinger,Wege der Märchent'orschung (Darmstadt, 1973),

311-19, the sole contribution in this collection that connects the fairy tale with initiation.
Nor is there any emphasis on initiatory elements in the rich and balanced account in
J. L. Fischer, "The Sociopsychological Analysis of Folktal esl' Current Anthropology 4 Qg63):
235-95. On Tom Thumb, see P. Sainfies, Les contes de Perrault etles rêcíts porallèles (Paris,
r9z3); Propp, Le radici storiche dei raconti di t'ate, 362; and G. Germain, Essai sur les origines
de certains thèmes odysséens et surlagenèse del'Odyssée (Paris, 1954),78-86 (Odysseus, too,
was a dwarf). On Snow White, see Winterstein, "Die Pubertätsriten der Mädchen," and
Girardot, "Initiation and Meaning." On Robin Hood, see R. Wolfi'am, "Robin Hood und
Hobby Horse," Wiener Prö.historische Zeitschrit't ry Q93z): 357-74.On Odysseus, parricu-
larly the episode with the Cyclops, see Germain, Essci sur les orígines. On the Argonauts,
see R. Roux, Le problème des Argonautes: Recherche sur les ospects religieux de la légende

(Paris, 1949); on the initiatory references of the Symplegades, see Eliade 1975, 64ff. On
Oedipus, see M. Delcourt, Oedipe, ou Ia légende du héros conc¡uéront (Paris, 1944, r98r2);
V. Propp, Edipo alla luce del t'olclore (Turin, 1975); and J. N. Bremmer, "Oedipus and the
Greek Oedipous Complex," in Brernmer', ed., lnterpretatíons of GreeÞ Mythology (Lon-
don, r9B7), 41-59. F. Crevatin, in "Eroe," RSA Q976177): 227-35, even contends that
the term heros originally denoted a youth as member ol a Mdnnerbund or lungmann-
schoft.

rro. See the following works by V. W. Turner: "Befwixt and Between: The Liminal Pe-

riod in Rifes de Possagel' in J. Helm, ed., Proceedings ot' the Ameríco"n Ethnological Socieqt for
ry64 (Seattle, ry64),4-zo;TheForest ot' Symbols (Ithaca, Nl 1967): 93-111; The RítualPro-
cess (Harmondsworth, IJK, tg742); "Comments and Conclusions," in B. A. Babcock, ed.,

The Reversible World (Ithaca, NY, r97B), 276-96; "Process, System, and Symbol: A New
Anthropological Synthesis," DaedaIus, rg77, 6t-Bo; and Dramas, Fields, and Metaphors:
Symbolic ActíonínHuman Socie| (Ithaca, NY, rSZ+), chap. 6. See aiso M. Gluckman, "The

Licence in Ritual," in Giuckman, Custom and Conflict in Af ica (Oxford, 1955); Gluckman,
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Rrtualsof Rebellion in S. E.Aþ.ica, Frazer Lecture rg5z (Manchester, 1954); I. M. Lewis,

gocial Anthropology in Perspecrive (Harmondsworth, UK, 1976), r3rff.

rrr. The concept of marginality had already been exploited by E. V. Stonequist , inThe

ytÍarginal Man (New York, 1937)'

ttz. I am aware that this is avery rough presentation that requires refinements in

flany respects. In his Dramas, V. W. Tulner.. makes a distinction between "liminality,"

i,outsiderhood," and "structural inferiority]'However, the charactelistics ofthese different

categories largelY concur.

113. On these periods of license see, besides the literature in nn. 87 and 99 above,

V. Lanternari, La grande t'esta (Bari, ry762).

fi4. Onthe Kronia as a carnivalesque festival, see Versnel 1987. The Plesent chapter

is incor-porated in my book Transttion and Reuersal in Myth ond Ritual (Inconsistencies in

Greelz and Roman Relígion, vol. II fleiden, 1993]), which also contains a study of Saturnus

and the Saturnalia.

115. InVersnelrg8rlpaidattentiontotheanomícaspectsofliminality. Inotedthere

that mourning as a period of liminality for the relatives had scarcely been investigated in

modern scholar..ship. In the meantime, several monogr-aphs have appear-ed: R. Huntington

ancl P. Metcalf , Celebrations ot' Death: The Anthropology of Mortuary Rituol (cambridge,

r97g, tg}o2), which, however, concentlates on the dead, not on the líving; L. M. Dan-

forth,TheDeathRitualsof RuralGreece(Ptinceton, NJ, rg8z); S. Humphleys and H' King,

eds., Moúality and Immortaliry: The Anthropology and Archeology ot' Death (London, rg8r);

and G. Gnoli and J.-P. Vernant, eds., la mort, les rilorfs dûns les sr¡ciétés anciennes (Paris,

rg3z). On Rome, J. Scheid, in"Contrariofacere: Renversements et déplacements dans les

rites funér'aires I' Annali dell'lstítuto Ilniversitario OrierLtale di Napoli (Archeologia) 6 (1984):

117-39, has demonstrated the essential meaning of death ritual'

116. I borrow this concept from C. H. Hambrick, "Wolld-Messianity: A Study in Lim-

inality and Communitas," Religious Studies 15 OgZg)t 5ZS-SZ.

1r7. For the adoption of signals of Poverty by modish marginal grouPs' see V' W'

Turner, Dromcs, and the discussíon of the felt cap in Bremmer t97B, tg-zo.
rrB. F. Graf, "Milch, Honig und wein: Zum verständnis der Libation im Griechischen

Ritual," in G. Piccaluga, ed.,Perennitas: Sfudi in onore diA. Brelich (Rome, rg8o): 2og-21'

Cf., however, A. Henrichs, "The 'sobriety' of Oedipus: Sophocles OC roo Misunder-

stood," HSCPh 87 (1983): B7-roo.
rr9. On various diets as signals of segregation, see M. Douglas's Purify and Danger

(London, 1966; Halmondsworth, UK i97o2), passim, and Implicit Meanings (London,

rg75),249-75.
rzo. On specific types of food as characteristic of marginal civiiizations and barbar-

ians, see also J. N. Bremmer, ZPE 39 QgBo): 33' In his comprehensive book Iø barbare:

Recherches sur Ia conception romaine de Ia barbarie et de la civilisation (Blussels rg8r), Y. A.

Dauge does not pay attention to this aspect.

rzr. J. N. Bremmer, "scapegoat Rituals in Ancient Greece," HSCPb 87 Q'gB3): zgg-

320.
rzz. R. Wuthnow 'Astrology and Marginality," /ournal of the Scíentific Study of Religion

t5 (1976): ry7-68.
rz3. Albeit "egregiousj' the king is first and foremost the symbol of the center of so-
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ciety. See Lewis, Social Anthropology, chap. 9, "The Power at the Center," and CÌifford
Geertz, "Center, Kings and Charisma," in f. Ben David and T. N. Clark, eds., Culrure qll

ï:ìîïJH:::i;:åîli::l;i:7-""î:iff i'i,å:'ii:,'"î",1:;i"":";:;í,;i:rà;l
ancienne (París, tgTz), gg-r31, and H. S. Versnel, "Self-Sacrifice, Compensation and the
Anonymous Gods," in Le sacrîfice dans I'antiquité, Entretiens Hardt z7 (Geneva, rggt),
135- 85.

tz4. I have been so bold as to add the god Mars; see Versnel 1986, where one can find
literature on the other "initiatory" gods. For Heracles, see also F. Bader, "De 1a préhistoire
à l'idéologie tripartie: les travaux d'Héraklès," in R. Bloch, ed., D'HéraI¿lés à Poseidon: My_
thologie et protohistoire (Geneva, t gB5), 9-tz4.

rz5. A good example is in A. Droogers, "Symbols of Marginality in the Biographies
of Religious and Secular Innovators: A Comparative Study of the Lives of Jesus, Waldes,
Booth, Kimbagu, Buddha, Mohammed and Malx," Numen z7 (r98o): ro5-zr, where it ap-
pears that liminal signals such as "nature (versus culture), travelling and provisional lodg-
ing (versus sedentary life), nonviolence and soiidarity" (the same as Turner's communitas)
are characteristic both of (religious) innovators "who prosper in the margin of society,,
and of initiates. Numerous, too, are the similarities with the behavior- of people in mourn-
ing; see Versnel t98r. Aìl this does not exclude derivation: sacral kings from central Asia
have borrowed their initiatory rites from shamanistic initiations. See M. waida, "Notes on
Sacral Kingship in Central Asia," Numen 4 þ976): r7g-go, and K. Czegléd¡ "Das sakrale
Königtum bei den Steppenvölkern," Numen 4 Q966): 4-26.

rz6. Bremmer ry78, 4. Cf. also Graf ry78,67: "Dass diejenige Deutung eines Ritu-
als der Wahrheit am nächsten kommt, welche möglichst alle Einzelheiten geschlossen
erklälen kann, ist eine Binsenwahrheit"; and Burkert ry66b, 4: "Betrachtet man die
Arrhephoría-Riten . . . als Mädchenweihe, so wird das Ganze von Anfang bis Ende durch-
sichtig, sinnvoll und notwendigJ' But cf. his reconsiderations, as in my discussion in sec-

tion 6.

rz7. Quoted in Kardiner and Pleble ry62,63.
rz8. On this methodological principle,seeJ. Z. Smith 1978, z4o-64.
tzg. E. R. Dodds, The Greels and the Irratíonol (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 19686), viii.
r3o. Bremmer rgTB.In some respects he was preceded by Germain (Essoi sur les ori-

gines, 78-86). I am happy that Bremmer, in Lampas ry (gïl t4r n. 49, has largely ac-

cepted my criticism ofhis interpretation ofthe Odyssey.

r3r. On the whole, Blemmer's interpretation of the Homeri c lzouroi, with their long
hair, as a reflection of youthful walriors is liable to serious criticism. See, fol instance,
H. W Singor, Oorsprong en ontwikÞelingvan de hoplíetenphalanx in het archaïsche Gríel<en-

land (Diss., Leiden, rgBB), li, chap. 6, which argues that the term kouros, like iuuenis, de-

notes the age gloup between twenty and forty-five or fifty. Matters are highly complicated,
of coulse, by the natule of our "histor'ícal" source. Homer freely used such techniques
as condensation, displacement, and figuration (Verdichtungsarbeit, Verschiebungsarbeit,

Darstellung, according to Freud). See P. Wathelet,LesTroyens de I'Iliade: mythe ethistoire
(Diss., Liege, 1986). F. Hartog, in Le miroir d'Hérodote (Paris, tg9o), 59-79, has made the

revealing discovery that Herodotus understands the Sc¡hians as cunning ephebes, and

P. Vidal-Naquet, in "Black Hunter Revisited," to whom I owe these references, infers that
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ephebeia has become a semantic category by the fifth century, working as a "symbolic

operator." The problem, however, is that the Homeric descriptions of the leouroi, being

1¡e normal walriors, precisely lack explicit references to the ephebic situation, in contra-

jistinctior. to the scarce references to actual initiatory scenes, as for instance ihe story of

edysseus's hunt with the sons of Autolykos in Odyssey 19'

r3z. See, e.g., A. Alföldi, "Königsweihe und Männerbund bei den Achämeniden,"

Schweizerisches Archiv t'ür Vollzskunde 47 Qg5t): 11-16; Widengren's Hoch-gottgloube im

alrcn lron and Der Feudalismus im alten lrani and Wikander, Der arische Mdnnerbund.

r33. Such skepticism is expressed, for instance, in A' Heubeck, "Zut neueren Homer-

forschung," Gymnasíum 89 (r98z): 447-42.
134. Consequentl¡ C. Segal, in "Transition and Ritual in Odysseus' Return," PP zz

þ967):3zr-42, has not the slightest difficulty in interpreting motifs such as sleep, purifi-

cation by baths, the threshold, or, if necessar¡ the total Odyssey as one great "transition"

from death to life-though, for that matter, without any reference to initiation.

135. On the wound of the thigh as an initiatory signal, see, in particular, G. J. Baud¡

Adonisgärten: studien zur antíhen samensymbolik (Frankfurt, 1986), 5off. There are more

initiatory signals in connection with Odysseus's youth; see Bremmer tg7\, t5-r6. And the

same for Nestor: Bremmer, "The Suoclales of Poplios Valesios" ZPE 47 þ99z)i 143 n. 43.

On Odysseus's initiation through hunting probes, see N. F. Rubin and W M. Sale, "Me-

leager and Odysseus: A Structural and Cultural Study of the Gleek Hunting-Maturation

NI\fh:' Arethusa 16 (1983): ß7-71,with a reply to criticism tn Arethusa ry þ984): 2t7-22.

136. See Henrichs's Die Phoiniþika des Lollianos, "Pagan Ritual," and "Human Sacri-

fice," and Winkler's "Lollianos and the Desperadoes."

r37. R. Merkelbach, Roman und Mysterium in der Antíl¿e (Munich, 196z). Previous at-

tempts in this direction include K. Kerényi, Die gríechisch-orientalische Romanliteratur in

religíonsgeschíchtlicher Beleuchtung (Tübingen, 1927i Darmsladt, ry622). For a different,

but not preferable, approach, see G. Wojaczek, Dcphnis (Meisenheim, German¡ 1969).

For excellent critical discussions, see A. Geyer, "Roman and Mysterienritual: Zum Prob-

lem eines Bezugs zum dionysischen Mysterienritual im Roman des Longos," WlA3ig77):
179-96, and G. Freimuth, MH zt' Q964):93ff. An interesting attempt at mediation be-

tween the extreme points of view is R. Beck, "soteriology, the Mysteries and the Ancient

Novel: Iamblichus Babylonica as a Test-Case," in U. Bianchi and M. J. Vermaseren, eds., la
soteríologia deí culti oríentali neII' impero Íomano (Leiden, rg9z), 527-46'

r3B. One might, for instance, understand the adventures of Odysseus as expressions

of his temporary sojouln outside the boundaries of normal time and place, an "eccentric-

ity" marked by both utopian and dystopian imagery. On this ambiguity, see Versnel 1987.

As R. Scodel has shown in "The Achaean Wall and the Mi'th of Destruction," HSCPh 86

(r9Bz), 33-5o, the Homeric poems contain quite a few references to the "PIedeluvial" era,

and she even argues that the story of the Troian War itself may have originated in Zeus's

wish to destroy the race of the hemitheoi, as the episode of the destruction of the Achaean

wall certainly does. In the context of "eccentric" experiences, there is quite a difference

between the statement that Odysseus represents a youth during his initiation and the

well-known theory that both fairy tales and (a specific type of) myths, including the one

of Odysseus, go back to shamans' tales-the records of their ecstatic experiences in the

other world. See L. Frobenius, Kulturgeschíchte Afriþas (Frankfurt, 1933 = Zurich,lg5Ð,
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3o6; K. Meuli, "Scythica," in Gesommelte Schriften, II:B35ff.; F. von der Leyen, "My¡¡u,
und Märchen," Deutsche Vierteljahrsschr. t'itr Literaturwissenschaf und" Geístesgeschichte 

33
(1959): 343ff.; M. Eliade, "l,es savants et les contes des fées," Nouvelle revue franço¡se;
(1956): BB4ff.; and M. Lüthi, Das europäíscheVolþsmdrchen (Munich, 19786): ro5. On t¡i
Odyssey ín this perspective, see H. Petersmann, "Homer und das Mär'chen," 1VS r5 (r93r):

ß-68.
r39. On handworking during the night and maie aggression, see A. Slawik, \{z¿¿¡,r.

Beiträge zur Kulturgeschichte und Linguistik 4 Qy6): 737ff., and Peuckert, Geheimkulte,

253. On license, see D. Zelenin, Russische (Osrslawische) Volksltunde (Berlin, rgzT):337ff.,

and E. Gasparini, Nozze, società e abítazione degli antichi Slaui (Venice, ry54), zz-4. Cf.
Eliade 1975, 46. Generall¡ see H. Rey-Flaud, Le chariuari: Les rituels t'ondomentoux de lq
sexualité (Paris, 1985). Bremmel reminds me that Burkert (1966b) has indeed, in an aside,

suggested a connection between the handwork of the Alrhephoroi and the peplos of Pe-

nelope.

14o. Here, too, a predecessor had noticed the essentials: G. Dumézil, Le crime des

Lemniennes (Paris, t9z4). Cf. M. Detienne, les jardins dAdonis (Paris, tgTz), ryz-84,
whích, from a structuralist point of view, arrives at comparable conclusions. For some

recent reconsiderations on the Lemnian fire, see P. Y. Forsyth, "Lemnos Reconsidered,"

EMC zB (1984): 3-14.
r4r. Kirk ry74 246: "It stands out, then, as the one clear case in the whole range of

Greek heroic myths-with the Cecropides tale as a weaker ally-in which the mlth-and-
ritual theory is vindicated,"

42. Cf. G. S. Kirk, Gnomon 44 QgTz): zz7: "Rituale, dramatisch theatralische Mit-
teilung im Spannungsfeld biologisch sozialer Antinomie So tritt eine tiefere Parallelität

zum M¡hos zu Tage."

r43. Burkert 1966a; 1983. Independentl¡ i.-P. Guépin, tn The Tragic Poradox (Diss.,

Amsterdam, r96B), had arrived at comparable conclusions, although there are important
differences as well.

r44. Burkert r98o.

r45. See V. J. Propp's Morphology of the Folktale (Austin, tX, t9ß2): Le rad"ici storíche

dei raconti dí fate; and Edipo allaluce del follzlore. I can give only a rough summary of Burk-

ert's ideas, and he does not follow Propp in every respect.

146. And, indeed, provided one skips some doublets, the Russian alphabet appears to

consist of thirty-one letters. Even in the original Russian edition, however, the thirty-one

motifemes ale not índicated with letters.

r47, See, for instance, his very amusing treatment of this type of structuralism in

Burkert ry7g, rcff. For a recent attack on the imposition of modern Western binary clas-

sificatoly principles on anthropological data, especially ritual, see S. Tcherkezofl Dual

Classification Reconsidered: Nyamwezi Sacred Kingshíp and Other Exomples (Camblidge,

ry87).
r4B. For example, G. Dundes , The Morphology of North American Indion Folktcles (Hel-

sinki, r964): Lack-Lack Liquidated; Task-TaskAccomplished; Deceit-Deception; Inter-

diction-Violation- Consequence -Attempted Escape.

14g. K. Lorenz, DassogenannteBöse:ZurNaturgeschichtederAggression(Vienna, 1963,

r97o2); English translation, OnAggression (NewYork, 1966). See also Burkert rg79,35ff''
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¿¡d Burkert, "Glaube und Verhalten: Zeichengehalt und Wirkungsmacht von Opferritua-

1¿ytl' in Le sacrifice dans I'anticluité, Entretiens Hardt z7(Geneva, rg8r), g7*t25.
15o. Douglas, NoturalSymbols; K. Lorenz,'A Discussion on Ritualizatiou of Behaviour

¡¡ Animals and Man," Philosophical Trr¡nsactions ot' the Royal Society London, Ser. B, z5r

e966): 247-526; J. Eibl-Eibesfeldt, Der vorprogrammierte Mensch: Das Ererbte als bestim-

pender FaÞtor im menschlichenVerhalten (Vienna, t973, 19762).

151. Repetition is one ofthe most essential principles. See J. Cazeneuve, "Le principe

de répétition dans le rite," Cahiers internationaux de sociologie 4 þ957): 4z-62, and A. M.

di Nola, Antropologiareligíosa (Florence, ry74): g4-t44.
152. Especially in K. Meuli, "Entstehung und Sinn der Trauersittenl' Schweizerísches

Archiv t'ùrVolhsÞunde 43 Gg+6) = Gesammelte Schrit'ten,l:333-5r.

153. K. Meuli, "Griechische Opferbräuche," inGesammelteSchrit'ten,Ilgo7-tozr.
154. VersneÌ ry87. Cf. also Versnel t986.

155. For these associations, see, for instance, Burkert ry66b, z5: "In den Initiation-
sriten erneuert sich das Leben der Gemeinschaft, in den daraus gewachsenen Neu-

jahrsriten erneuert sich die Ordnung der Polis." Cf. Burkert, in Hisforia rr (1962): 356ff.,
on the legend of Romulus; Bremmer' 1978, n-4, on elements of lustration as features of
New Year festival and initiation; Eliade 1975, passim, esp. chaps. rz, 13, and p. 48; Eliade,

The Myth of the Eternal Rerurn (New York, 1954): 6z-73; and Eliade, "Nouvel an, peau

newe:' Le Courier B (1955): 7-32. In Egypt the coronation (initiation) of the new king is
seen as the beginning of a new eon and a new year. See J. Bergman,Ichbinlsis (Uppsala,

ry68), ztzff.
156. There are relatively few examples of the primeval Flood as a signal of initiation.

Generall¡ the deluge theme is preeminently the image of chaos, seen as the obstacle to
kosmos. The latter can come into being only after the victory over the chaotic deluge, a
victory that is generally celebrated on New Year's Day. K. Meuli, in Gesommelte Schrít'ten,
I:z\3-gg, concludes: "Jene regéné,ration totale du temps ist von alten Völkern begriffen
und dargestellt worden als das Auftauchen einer neuen, reinen Welt aus den Wassern der
Sintflut," and he gives a substantiation of this statement in Gesammelte Schrtften,II:ro4rff.
The same ideas already appear in H. Usener, Sintflutsagen (Bonn, rB99), 36ff. Cf. also
G. Piccaluga, lycaon (Rome, 1968), 69; Burkert 1983, index, s.v. "Flood"; J. Rudhardt,
"Les mythes grecs reiatifs à l'instauration du sacrifice: Les rôles corrélatifs de Prométhée
et de son fils Deucalion," MH z7 þg7o): r-r5; and Rudhardt, Le thème de I'eauprimordiale
danslamythologie grecque (Bern, r97r). The theme has a central function in Near Eastern
m¡hology; see J. G. Fnzer, Folklore in the OId Testament, vol. I (London, r9r8), ro4-36o,
and in the revised edition by Theodor H. Gaste4 Myth, Legend, and Custom in the OId Testa-
ment,vol I (NewYork, ry6g = t9752), Bz-r3o; A. J. Wensinck,TheOceaníntheLiterature
of theWesternSemites (Amsterdam, rgr8); O. Kaiser,DiemythischeBedeutungdesMeeresin
Aegypten, Ugarith und Israel (Berlin, t 96z^); and J. P. Lewis, A Study of the Interpretotíon ot'
NoahandtheFloodínlewishandChrístianLiterature(Leiden, ry6ï,rg7}2).Onthesymbol-
ism of the Flood generall¡ see H. Gollob, chrysaor. Mit einem Anhange über die sintftutsage
(Vienna, i956). Cf. also the literature cited in J. Z. Smith ry78,98.

r57. On man-eating monsters and anthropophagy as symptoms of initiation, see
Bremmer ry78, t6-t7. On cannibalism as a sign of (recurrent) periods of chaos and distur-
bance of order, see A. J. Festugière, Études de religion grecque et hellénistique (Paris, tgTz),
t45ff.; M. Detienne, Dionysos mis à morf (Paris, rg77), :4,5-6o; C. Grortanelli, "The Enemy
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King Is a Monster: A Biblical Equation," SSR 3 (1979): 5ff.; and Versnel 1980, 591. On the
historicity of cannibalistic rituals, see W. Arens, The Man-Eating Myth: Anthropology and
Anthropophagy (Oxford, 1979). Nor can it be said that the fairy tales in which persons are
swallowed up by a whale or dragon are necessarily connected with initiation ritual. For
the widespread occurrence of this motif, see W. Fauth, "Utopische Inseln in den 'W¿þ¡q¡

Gescl.richten'des Lukian," Gymnasium86 (rg7$: 4gff;U. Steffen, DasMysteriumvon Tod

und Auferstehung: Formen unclWandlungen des lona-Motivs (Göttingen, 196¡); and Steffen,

Drachenhampt': DerMythos vom Bösen (Stuttgart, r984).

r5B. And indeed, one perceives traces of a shift in the frame of interpretation i¡
later works of Burkert. In Burkert 1980, 184, he discusses the overtly Freudian theory of
O. Rank, Der Mythos der Geburt des Helden (Vienna, t9o9), in which the Aussetzung-und

Rückkehrt'ormel is traced back to the father-son conflict. Burkert considers this "eine der
solidesten Leistungen" and states: "dies leuchtet weithin ein." The implications of this
assessment are crucial: one of the traditional ingredients of the initiation theory has been

detached flom this context and is now exploited in a different type of interpretation.
r59. Quotations from Burkert tgTg.The marginai role played by initiation appears to

be in accoldance with lecent theories on the social function of "institutionalized homo-
sexuality." Though no doubt often connected with initiation ritual, its application gen-

erally exceeds the strict boundaries of the period of initiation. Homosexual subjection

seems to have a broader function as a powerful component of social hierarchy: it sup-

ports the status and position of older men ovel and against women and young men. See

G. W Creed, "sexual Subordination: Institutionalized Homosexuality and Social Control
in Melanesia," Ethnology 4 þgB4): ry7-76, and bibliographicaì references therein, and

G. Herdt, ed.,RitualizedHomosexuali1tinMektnesia (BerkeleyandLosAngeles, r9B4).

16o. J. Campbell,TheHerowíthaThousandFacøs (NewYork, 1949; London, 19752).

16r. M. Eliade (1975, rz8, wíth averyhazy note on p. 165) suggests that the initia-
tion scheme was prior and landed in dreams and myths, whereas, at the same time, he

nevertheless concedes that "evely human life is made up of a series of oldeals, of'deaths'

and of 'resurrections."' But if this is so, it is far more likely that these ordeals common

to human life have given shape to both the initiation scenario and-independently-the
materials that dreams and m¡hs are made of. On thís and simiÌar questions, see H. von

Beit, Symbolile des Märchens: Versuch einer Deutung (Bern, r95z), and Enzyklopddíe des

Mdrchens, s.v. 'Aufgabc," where, conversel¡ the unfeasibie assignment known from fairy
tales is seen as the reflection of Alptraumerfahrungen. Nor is it very likely that Snow White

has borrowed her seven dwarfs from initiation ritual; see H. Bausinger, "Anmerkungen zu

Schneewittchen,"inH.Brackert,ed.,IJndwennsienichtgestorbensind...Perspelztivenauf
das Märchen (Frankfurt, rg9 z^), 39 -7 o.

What Campbell omíts has been made up by G. I. Baud¡ inExþommunikotionundRein'
tegration: Zur Genese und, Kulturfunlztion frühgriechíscher Einstellungen zumTod (Frankfurt,

rg8o). He offers a psychoethological explanation of deep-seated fears, for instance the

fear of voracious monsters, interpreting them as relics of plimates' primordial fear of the

Artfeínd (the praeclator). On pp. 33-34, Baudy juxtaposes the initiate, who is in danger

of being swallowed up, and the fairy-tale hero in the same situation, as I have done, but

he does not suggest an evolutionary link between the two. On pp. z5off., however, he

wishes to trace the fair¡tale motif back to initiation (specificall¡ the shamanistic sce-
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nario), which seems unnecessary to me. Obviousl¡ similar problems of origin emerge

in different fields: it is fhe problem of Freud's Oedipus theory. It plays an important role

¡¡ the discussion between Henrichs and Winkler (see n. t36 above), where the latter-
1 think convincingly-refers to "patterns of narrative, the basic plots and formulae of

popular entertainment," without, however, inquiring into the origins of these patterns.

1¡ also figures in the discussion between F. Ranke (Kleinere Schriften [Bern and Münster,

g71)),who explains the popular fancies of the Wíde Heer as "innerseelische Volgänge des

numinösen Erlebniss" (esp. as manifest in hysteria, epileps¡ and so forth), and his fierce

opponent O. Höfler (Verwandlungsl<ulte,Voll<ssagen und Mythen, SAWW 279 [1973]), who

traces this "wild army" back to historical, cullic lungmannschoften. And it is also present

1¡ the discussion on the origins of the Eleusinian and other mysteries. For instance, on

the ambivalence of human initiation and agricultural fertility as the ultimate background

of the mysteries, see G. Casadio, "Per un'indagine storico-religiosa sui culti di Dioniso in

relazione alla fenomenologia dei misteri," pt. I, SSR 6 (rgïz): zog-34.
t6z. T. S. Kuhn, Th¿ Structure of Scíentíf"c Revolutíons (Chicago, r97o2). He has re-

vised his ideas in TheEssentîalTension (Chicago, tg77).For cliticism, see I. Lakatos, "Fa1-

sification and the Methodology of Scientific Research Programmes," in l. Lakatos and

A. Musgrave, eds., Crificisrn and the Growth of Knowledge (Cambridge, ry7o), 91196, and

P. Feyerabend, AgainstMethod (London, 1975).

163. For application of the concept of "paradigm" to social theor¡ see B. Barnes,

T. S. Kuhn and Social Science (London, rg8z). On "tolerance," see S. Seiler, Wissenschat't-

stheorie in der Ethnologíc: Zur Krítil¿ und Weitert'ùhrung der Theorîe von Thomas S. Kuhn

anhand ethnographischen Materials (Berlin, rg8o), and P. Kloos, "Culturele antropologie

als pollparadigmatische wetenschap," in A. de Ruijter, ed., Beginselen in botsíng (Utrecht,
rgBr).

164. I found this quotation in J. Z. Smith ry78, 264, a book from which I have learned
more than I have been able to account fol within the scope of this chapter.
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